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Abstract 
This thesis is divided into two parts. In part I, we extend the 
result of Zakharov and Shabat on nonlinear Schrodinger equation with 
constant coefficients and apply the inverse scattering method to find 
new rapidly decreasing solutions of a generalised nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation (GNLSE). We also give specific examples of soliton solutions for 
various choices of the coefficients of the GNLSE and investigate the 
quantum mechanical behaviour of soliton interactions at any finite 
time t. Previously, only asymptotic behaviour of the interactions are 
known. Then we discuss how to modify the inverse scattering method to 
obtain singular solutions of the KdV equation with singular initial data. 
In part II， we construct solutions of a nonlinear evolution equation 
from known and often trivial solutions using the Backlund transformation 
method. Clairin's method of constructing Backlund transformations is 
introduced and Bianchi‘s theorem of permutabi1ity is applied to generate 
multi-soliton solutions from single soliton solutions of the Sine-Gordon 
equation and the KdV equation. Then we introduce the dressing method of 
Zakharov and Shabat and use it to solve the KP equation. The powerful 
direct method of Hirota is studied and applied to find explicit 
expressions for the N-soliton solutions of the KdV typed equations. 
Finally, we discuss how to find the symmetry groups of a nonlinear 
evolution equation by the prolongation method and apply the group 
reduction method to reduce the equation to a more tractable form. 
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Preface 
The inverse scattering method was introduced in 1967 by Gardner, 
G r e e n e , Kruskal and M i u r a [10] in order to solve the initial value 
p r o b l e m f o r the KdV equation. Later Lax [16] provided a mathematical 
f r a m e w o r k of the method that gave a clear indication of its generality 
a n d g r e a t l y influenced subsequent developments in the study of nonlinear 
e v o l u t i o n equations. T h e n in 1971, Zakharov and Shabat [28], using a 
n a t u r a l e x t e n s i o n of the above approaches, were able to solve another 
important equation, namely, the nonlinear Schrodinger equation with 
c o n s t a n t coefficients, which is used in optics to describe the 
p r o p a g a t i o n of light in nonlinear media. As we shall see, there 
is a s i m i l a r i t y between the inverse scattering method for nonlinear 
partial differential equations and the Fourier method for linear partial 
d i f f e r e n t i a l equations. The similarity is indicated in the figures below： 
initial data Fourier > at t=0, 
q(x, 0)=v(x) transform " … " , , 、 
— ： q(k,0)=v(k) 
F i g . 1 Time evolution 
i in Fourier space 
I 
nI/^  �/ 
s o l u t i o n T „ at t>0, 
at t>0 < Inverse Fourier 八 
, 1、’ transform q(k,t) 
q(x> t) 
initial d a t a Direct 〉 S c a t t e r i n g data 
q(x,Q)=v(x) scattering at t = 0,{R(a,0) 
j ,a^(0),c.(0)} 
F i g . 2 j Time evolution 
i of scattering 
！ data ^ ± 
solution Scattering data 
at t > 0, < I f r r s e at t > 0,{R(a,t) 
q(x,t) scattering ,a.(t),c.(t)} 
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where, as will be introduced in chapter 1，R((x，t) is the reflection 
coefficient, a^(t) is the J-th eigenvalue of the eigen-equation in 
the Lax pair and c^(t) is the normalised coefficient, for J = 
In addition to the inverse scattering method, there are four other 
w i d e l y used methods of solving nonlinear evolution equations. The 
Backlund transformation method, initiated by Backlund in 1883 when 
he studied the Sine-Gordon equation, produces new solutions from known 
and o f t e n trivial solutions. The dressing method, introduced by Zakharov 
and Shabat in 1973, makes use of operator theory to reduce a nonlinear 
Cauchy problem to a system of linear partial differential equations. 
Around 1971, Hirota invented the direct method to clarify the relations 
between nonlinear evolution equations and to find entirely new equations 
which have multi-soliton solutions. The method of group reduction is 
based o n Cartan's geometric formulation of partial differential equations 
and the work on symmetry groups originated by Lie. The fundamental work 
of Ovsjanikov and Estabrook on group invariant solutions demonstrated the 
power and generality of the method for the construction of explicit 
solutions to complicated partial differential equations. 
These methods have been extensively investigated by many famous 
mathematicians and much research is currently going on. Not only do we 
need a better understanding of the known methods of solution, but we 
also need to develop new methods and approaches. For example, the group 
theoretic approach is not sufficient to treat the so called periodic 
cases and sophisticated machinery of algebraic geometry has to be used. 
We would like to emphasize that nonlinear evolution equations have lots 
of applications, in fields like nonlinear optics, quantum mechanics, 
astrophysics, plasma physics, waves propagation, solid-state physics 
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and biophysics. Thus, it is of practical interest to find new solutions 
of various equations and investigate their properties. We are going to 
present a modest attempt of a novice to understand this vast subject. 
In particular, we shall emphasize its computational aspect through 
examples and graphs plotted by the software Mathematica. 
This thesis is divided into two parts. 
Part I contains two chapters. In chapter 1 , we apply the inverse 
scattering method to find new rapidly decreasing solutions of a 
generalised nonlinear Schrodinger equation. Explicit expression for 
the N-soliton solutions is obtained. We also give specific examples 
of s o l i t o n solutions for various choices of the coefficients of the 
e q u a t i o n and investigate the quantum mechanical behaviour of soliton 
interactions at any finite time. Previously, only asymptotic behaviour 
of the interactions are known. In chapter 2, we discuss how to modify 
the inverse scattering method to obtain singular solutions of the KdV 
equation with singular initial data. Some analytic results and examples 
are given. 
Part II contains three chapters. In chapter 3, we investigate the 
Backlund transformation method via a Darboux transformation approach. 
We also use Clairin's method to find examples of Backlund transformations 
and construct multi-soliton solutions from single soliton solutions. In 
chapter 4, we first examine the Zakharov-Shabat dressing method and 
apply it to the KP equation to obtain the general N-soliton solution 
in Fredholm determinant form. Then we study the Hirota direct method 
which enables us to treat a KdV equation with loss and non-uniform terms. 
In chapter 5, we consider the symmetry groups which leaves invariant 
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the solutions of a nonlinear evolution equation. Then we use the group 
r e d u c t i o n method to reduce the original equation to a more tractable 
form. 
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C h a p t e r 1 Inverse Scattering Method 
§1 In t r o d u c t i o n 
In this chapter, we shall use the method of inverse scattering to 
s o l v e the initial value problem of a non-isospectral variable coefficient 
n o n - l i n e a r Schrodinger equation (1.1.1). Following the scheme shown in 
f i g u r e 2 of the preface, we decompose the solution procedure of the 
n o n l i n e a r problem into linear steps. By considering the evolution 
e q u a t i o n of eigenfunctions for |x|——>oo, we can determine the evolution 
in time of the scattering data by solving a system of linear ordinary 
d i f f e r e n t i a l equations. Using the scattering data, we may write down a 
s y s t e m of linear integral equations called the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko 
(GLM) e q u a t i o n , solutions to which provide us with solutions to the 
g e n e r a l i s e d nonlinear Schrodinger equation (1.1.1). However, closed form 
s o l u t i o n s can only be e a s i l y obtained when the reflection coefficient is 
zero and t h e y are known as reflectionless potentials. In this case, the 
G L M e q u a t i o n has a degenerate kernel and the problem reduces to solving 
a s y s t e m of linear equations. A choice of N discrete eigenvalues would 
give us a reflect ionless potential which is an N-soliton. We shall give 
a n e x p r e s s i o n for the N-soliton solution and study in detail the 1-soliton 
s o l u t i o n s for various choices of the coefficients of the equation (1.1.1). 
M o r e o v e r , we study the quantum mechanical behaviour of a 2-soliton 
s o l u t i o n b y decomposing it into two 1-solitons and considering their 
interactions at any finite time. Previously, only asymptotic behaviour 
of the interactions are known, see Eckhaus and van Harten [8]. 
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The generalised non-linear Schrodinger equation (GNLSE) w h i c h we 
shall study is： 
q = (l/2)k (q + 2q2q*) + k q + 2k q, (1.1.1) 
t 0 X X 1 x 2 
来 
w h e r e q is the c o m p l e x conjugate of q’ ) and k 」 = h ^ ( t ) x + 
1 (t), J = 1,2, for sufficiently smooth complex functions k (t), h (t) J j j 
a n d lj(t). 
This e q u a t i o n c a n be used to describe the propagation of light through 
n o n l i n e a r m e d i a h a v i n g time varying density, see Calogero a n d Degasperis 
[4]. We shall find solutions q = q(x, t) such that q(x，t)，q (x，t) >0, 
X 
as |x I >00 . 
§2 R a p i d l y d e c r e a s i n g solutions of the GNLSE 
We start by considering the Ablowitz, Kaup, Newell and Segur 
(AKNS) system: 
擎 = f - i a . q ] 卢 = M 中 ( 1 . 2 . 1 ) 
dx I r. l a厂 , 
� J 
The solution i//(x,a,t) is called an eigenfunction, a is c a l l e d the 
spectral parameter and the functions q(x,t) and r(x’t) are called 
potentials. A, B, C are functions of x, a, t. 
For our p u r p o s e , we restrict r = -q*. We write down the c o m p a t i b i l i t y 
c o n d i t i o n \1) - xb for the system, making the assumption that a is a 
f u n c t i o n of t s a t i s f y i n g 
a = h a + ih (1.2.3) 
t 1 2 
In terms of the matrices M, N, the compatibility condition is 
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M - N + M N - N M = 0 (1.2.4) 
t X 
In terms of the entries of M, N, (1.2.4) becomes 
- i a - A + qC - rB = 0 (1.2.5) 
- t X 
- q^ - 2 i a B - B ^ - 2Aq = 0 (1.2.6) 
* * C1 2 71 
-q - C + 2iaC - 2Aq = 0 ^ ^ 
、 X ^ 
1.2.1 P r o p o s i t i o n There exists a solution A, B, C of the linear system 
(1.2.5) to (1.2.7) such that (1.2.6) and (1.2.7) reduces to the 
g e n e r a l i s e d n o n l i n e a r Schrodinger equation (1.1.1). Explicitly, the 
s o l u t i o n is g i v e n by 
A = (l/2)k (-2ct^ + qq*) - k ia + k (1.2.8) 
0 1 2 
‘ 
- B = (l/2)k (q - 2iaq) + k q (1.2.9) 
O X 1 � 
C = (l/2)k (q* + 2iaq*) - k q* (1.2.10) 
O x 1 
P r o o f We let A, B, C be cubic polynomials in a with coefficients 
d e p e n d i n g o n x, t. Writing 
A = 【 A ( n V ’ B = 【 B ( n ) a n ’ C = 【 C ( n V , 
n = 0 n = 0 n = 0 
we first o b s e r v e from (1.2.6) and (1.2.7) that B ( 3 ) =匚⑶二 0. Comparing 
c o e f f i c i e n t s of the powers of a in (1.2.5) to (1.2.7), we get 
A(n)= qC(n)+ q、(n), n 二 2, 3 (1.2.11) 
X 
B(n)= -2iB(n-l)- 2qA(n), n = 1, 2, 3 (1.2.12) 
X 
-C(n)= -2iC(n-i)+ 2q*A(n), n = 1, 2, 3 (1.2.13) 
X 
- i h = A ⑴ - q C ⑴ - q V l ) , (1.2.14) 
1 X 
h = A(。)- qC(。)- q V 。 ) ， （ 1 . 2 . 1 5 ) 
2 X 
q = B(o)+ 2qA(o), (1.2.16) 
t X 
q* = -C(。)- 2 q \ (。） (1.2.17) 
t X 
(3) 
F r o m (1.2.11)， A、 = 0, hence 
X 
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A(3)= a⑶(t) is an arbitrary function of t. 
B y ( 1 . 2 . 1 2 ) . B ⑵ = i q A ⑶ . 
B y (1.2.13), C ⑵ = - i q * A ⑶ . 
F r o m (1.2.11), A ⑵ = 0 ’ hence 
X 
(2) 
-A = k^(t) is an arbitrary function of t. 
B y (1.2.12), B ⑴ = - i q k - q . 
B y (1.2.13), C(i)= i q \ - q^A。少2 . 
0 X 
F r o m (1.2.14), A(”= -ih - (qq* + q*q )A(3>2, hence 
X 1 X X 
A ⑴ = - i k ^ - (qq〜A(3>2 ’ 
where and is an arbitrary function of t. 
B y (1.2.12), B(。)= qk + q k /2 - iq - i q W 。 少 2 . 
1 x 0 X X 
B y (1.2.13), C(o)= -q*k + q*k /2 + iq + 
1 x 0 X X 
F r o m (1.2.15), A(⑴=h。+ ( q q % q * q )k /2 + i ( q q * - q * q , 
X 2 X X 0 X X X X 
h e n c e , A(o)= k^ + (qq*)k /2 + iA(3)5一i(qq* - q*q )/4 . 
2 0 X X X X 
Where t)=丄二①q(x’，t )dx’， and is an arbitrary 
f u n c t i o n of t. 
B y (1.2.16), q = q k + q k /2 + 2qk + ( q V ) k - iq 
t X 1 X X 0 2 0 ^ x x x 
. 广 2 *、 . (3)._ . , (3) , 来 * 、 “ 
- 1 (q q ) A /2 + lA qa (qq - q q )/4 . 
X X X X X 
(3) 
S e t t i n g A = 0, we obtain (1.1.1). It is easy to check that A, B, C 
indeed satisfies (1.2.5) to (1.2.7). This proves the proposition. 
Thus we have derived the GNLSE (1.1.1) as the compatibility condition 
of a n associated AKNS system. The AKNS system is referred to as the Lax 
pair of e q u a t i o n (1.1.1). We remark that the system (1.2.5) to (1.2.7) 
also d i c t a t e s the forms that k , k and k may take. 
0 1 2 
Our next step is to consider the evolution equation (1.2.2) for 
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x| ——>00 in order to derive the evolution equation of the scattering 
data of (1.1.1). First observe that by (1.2.8) to (1.2.10) 
r A > -k a - ik a + k 
J 0 1 2 
I B,C >0 ， a s |x| >« 
Thus the matrix N in (1.2.2) is asymptotically equal to 
- ( i k ^ a + k^) 0 ， 
. 0 (k a^ + ik a - k ) 
0 1 2 J 
For a rapidly decreasing solution q of (1.1.1) with q, q >0 
X 
as |x| >00, the system (1.2.1) has the asymptotic form 
dip f -ia 0 1 , 
0 ia ^ (1.2.18) 
、 • 
Hence we can find a fundamental system of independent solutions f(x，a，t)， 
〜 
f(x,a,t) of equation (1.2.1) such that 
、 「 ； f ( x � a � t ) " l 厂 O"! 
f(x，a，t)= 1 > iax ’ a s x >oo 
^ f (x,a, t) J L 1 J e 
？fv rv t1-「f。(x, -a,t)") 「 1 1 -iax \ 
I IX, a, t J- 2 > e , as x >oo 
L fi(x’-a’t)J L 0 J 
Similarly, we can find a fundamental system of independent solutions 
g ( x , a � t ) , g(x, a, t) of (1.2.1) such that 
g(x’a,t)=f g i ( x， o ^， t ) ] — — > r 1 1 e-iax 
U , ( x , a , t ) J L O J , as X 
‘ - a , t ) ] r n 1 . 〜, n 2 0 lax 
g ( x , a� t ) = > e 
-a, t) L J , as x >-« 
� � 
The solutions f, f and similary g, g are called Jost solutions of (1.2.1). 
Observe that if is a solution of equation (1.2.1), then ip^- Ni/j is 
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a l s o a s o l u t i o n a n d hence a linear c o m b i n a t i o n of a n y fundamental systems 
of independent s o l u t i o n s . Thus we m a y write 
g = bf + a? (1.2. 19) 
g , Ng = (T^g + o-^g (1.2.20) 
w i t h a = a(a, t), b = b(a, t), <r = o- (a, t) and <r = <r (a, t). 
1 1 2 2 
We m a y d e t e r m i n e <r cr from (1.2.20) by letting x > -co. 
X ^ 
As X >-⑴’ N 〜 f + i k , - y 0 “ 
^ 0 (k a^ + ik a - k ) -
0 1 2 
H e n c e we o b t a i n from (1.2.20): 
- i Y " 「 1 1。一iax 「 i k a + k ] -iax 「 1 〕 - i a x 丄 「 0 〕 i a x 
道 t 0 e - 0 0 1 2 e = % 0 e + -1 ^ 
^ 、 J ^ J V. ^ ( 1 . 2 . 2 1 ) 
一 i 乂 \ /v Y 
C o m p a r i n g the c o e f f i c i e n t s of e and e and using (1.2.3), we get 
0*1 = k^a^ + i l , - I2 , 0*2 = 0 . (1.2.22) 
r 一 i a x 
A s X >+00 , by (1.2.19), g ~ ae. Substituting this asymptotic 
« 1 OCX 
^ be J 
f o r m of g into (1.2.20)， we get 
rda. -iax、 ^ i ax . > ^ . 、 / • • 、 
-e a i a x “ 2 ., ， 、 -iax -iax 
at , t -(k a +ik a-k Jae ae ,, ^ o… 
, , . + - 0 1 2 . =0- . (1.2.23) 
d b iax iax, . ,, 2 . ， , iax 1 ^ iax 
-n-e e b i a x (k a +ik; a-k )be be 
yit ‘  ^  t -‘ ^ 0 1 2 ^ 
w h i c h implies 尝 = 0 and ^ = 2(r b (1.2.24) 
at at 1 
The ratio R = b / a is called the reflection coefficient. By (1.2.24), 
^ = 20- R . (1.2.25) 
dt 1 
For f i x e d N, let a^ (t), ..., t) be solutions of (1.2.3) whose initial 
v a l u e s are zeros of a at time t = 0. i.e. a(a^(0), 0) = 0, J = 1,...,N. 
S i n c e da/dt = 0, we have a(a^(t), t) = 0 for all t. 
F o r J = 1, ...，N， let c^(t) be the normalised coefficient defined by 
c (t) = [ 2广 f (x,a.,t)f (x,a .t)dx]"^ . 
j -00 1 J 2 j 
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The s c a t t e r i n g d a t a of (1.1.1) refer to the d a t a a.(t), c.(t), together 
w i t h the r e f l e c t i o n coefficient R(a,t). 
We a l r e a d y have the e v o l u t i o n equations (1.2.3) and (1.2.25) for 
a^Ct) a n d R ( a , t ) respectively. 
N o w we p r o c e e d to find the evolution equation for c (t). 
j • 
S i n c e 5 f = -iaf + af o „ _ . 
X I ^^ 1 = -iagi+ qg^ 
f and r 
^ = iaf? 1 5 A = V 一 2 ’ 
we have d d f = -if 一 f + q5 f 
oc X 1 1 a 1 ^ a 2 
where d/da and d/dx. Hence we get 
V W r W V = W (1.2.26) 
a n d s i m i l a r l y ^^(f^S^g^- f^^^g,) = iCf^g^^ f^g,) (1.2.27) 
If we integrate (1.2.26) from -co to x and subtract from the integral of 
(1.2.27) f r o m x to oo, then we get d (g f - g f ) = ij①（f 2 + f g )d乂 
a 2 ^2 1 -oo' 1^2 2呂 1 , 
b y v i r t u e of the asymptotic behaviour of the Jost solutions. B y (1.2.19) 
and the fact that f^f^- det(f,f) = 1, we have g f - g f = a(a,t). 
1 2 2 1 
H e n c e t) = f^g^jdx. In particular, for a = a^ , g = bf 
implies that 
I = U二 2 b ( a . , t ) f (x，a.，t)f (x,(x.,t)dx. 
a=oc J J 2 j 
.j 
T h u s we get c.(t) = ib(a (t),t)/5 a(a (t), t). 
J J a j 
T h e n b y (1.2.24), c (t) = ib(a (0), 0)exp[2cr ]/d a ( a (0)’0) 
j j 1 a j 
=c^(0)exp[2cr^]. 
dc . (t) 
H e n c e ——=. (1.2.28) 
T h u s , we have obtained a system of linear ordinary differential equations 
g i v i n g the time e v o l u t i o n of the scattering data of (1.1.1). 
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We n o w quote the fundamental result of G e 1 f a n d - L e v i t a n - M a r c h e n k o , 
w h i c h a l l o w s us to get s o l u t i o n q(x,t) of e q u a t i o n (1.1.1) from the 
s c a t t e r i n g data. 
1.2.2 G e l f a n d - L e v i t a n - M a r c h e n k o T h e o r e m 
1 N 
Let F ( z , t ) + ^ . If for x ^ y, K (x,y,t), 
j = i 
K (x,y,t) s a t i s f y the equations： 
K (x’y,t) - F ( x + y , t ) - 丁① K (x,s,t)F(s+y,t)ds = 0 (1.2.28) 
K (x,y, t) + K (x，s’t)F(s+y,t)ds = 0 (1.2.29) 
b X 丄 
t h e n q(x，t) = 2K^(x,x,t) satisfies the G N L S E (1.1.1). 
F o r r e f e r e n c e , see F a d d e e v [10] and also Z a k h a r o v and Shabat [28]. 
(1.2.28) and (1.2.29) are called the Ge1fand-Levitan-Marchenko (GLM) 
e q u a t i o n . We shall restrict ourselves to the case where the reflection 
c o e f f i c i e n t R ( a , t ) v a n i s h e s . The c o r r e s p o n d i n g solutions q are called 
r e f l e c t i o n l e s s p o t e n t i a l s . 
To solve for K^ , we put 
N _ . — 
K i ( x ’ y ， t ) = 巧 j ( x ， t ) e - i ? ， （1.2.30) 
K (x，y，t) = 5 V ( x , t ) e - i ? (1.2.31) 
2 j=i 
S u b s t i t u t i n g (1.2.30) and (1.2.31) into the G L M equation with 
N . 
F ( x , t) = X； c (t) eiajX ’ we obtain a system of linear algebraic 
j = i J 
equations: 
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, 、 N i(a -a )x 
K ^ ( x , t ) 一 C n ( t ) e ” + ^ £ K^(x,t) e - : = 。 ， (1.2.32) 
m=i i(a -a ) 
- m n 
N -i(a - a )x 
K 2 M + C n ⑴ E K i ^ t ) e 一 m - = 0 ( 1 . 2 . 3 3 ) 
m=i i(a -a ) 
m n 
T h e d e t e r m i n a n t of the coefficient matrix of the system is 
A I -G 
A = G I (1.2.34) 
w h e r e I is the identity and G is an NxN matrix with elements given by 
- i ( a -a )x 
G = c ( t ) — ！ _ 
nn^  n ) ( 1 . 2 . 3 5 ) 
m n 
O b s e r v e that for all x, t, 
A = | I + G | | I + G | =|I+G||TTG| > 0 (1.2.36) 
p 
a n d b y C r a m e r ' s rule, K (x, t) = "1' , where 
In A 
1 .... 0 c^TETe .... 0 I 
0 « » I — 
I 
• • • • • • • « « I 
||Gn|| = 」 _ : : : : 」 „ _ _ 二 ::_::::」—11 _ „ _ (1.2.37) 
G . . . . G 0 . . . . G _ 
11 In-l IN I 
‘ ‘ ‘ • I T 
• • • • I X 
G . . . . G 0 .... G I 
N 1 N n - l N N 
N 
H e n c e K ^ ( x , x , t ) = J： J i ^ e—ia』⑴x (1.2.38) 
j = i 
In c a s e N = 1 
T h e r e f l e c t i o n l e s s potentials are given by 
q(x,t) = 2(|Gi||e-ia(t)x、化, (1.2.39) 
w h e r e = c W e x p [ 2 i a x + 2 j V ^ ( a , s ) d s ] (1.2.40) 
13 
/ ^  \ 2 
a n d A ( x , t ) = 1 + - ^ ― exp[4Re/<r (a,s)ds]exp[2Re i(a-a)x], (1.2.41) 
Oi-OL 
W i t h cr (a, t) = k a^ + ial - 1 as in (1.2.22). 
O 1 2 
In p a r t i c u l a r , w h e n 2i, 0 and 0, equation (1.1.1) is 
r e d u c e d to the n o n - l i n e a r Schrodinger e q u a t i o n w i t h constant coefficient. 
In this c a s e , cr^(a, t) = n^) 一 for a = ? + i刀. （1.2.42) 
T h e r e f o r e 
II — i a x 2 2 
I I e = c ( 0 ) e x p [ - 4 i ( ^ - t) )t - S^Tjt - 2i?x - 27jx] (1.2.43) 
2 
a n d A(x, t) = 1 + g^ ^。) exp(-16^7)1 - 47)x) (1.2.44) 
T h u s , K^(x,x, t) = 7 ) e x p [ — 一 t ) ^ ) t - 2 i i ( p ] s e c h [ 2 7 ? ( x - x ^ ) +8^7)1 ] (1.2.45) 
a n d q ( x , t ) = 27? e x p [ — 4 i ( 专 2 一 Tr^2)t-2i^x+i(p]sech[2-o(x-x^)+8^7)t], (1.2.46) 
w h e r e cp = - a r g ( c ( 0 ) ) and x。 = In (1.2.47) 
T h i s is e x a c t l y the envelope soliton solution obtained by Zakharov 
a n d Shabat in 1976. In contrast to the s o l i t o n s o l u t i o n of the KdV 
e q u a t i o n , the f r e q u e n c y of the soliton wave here depends on two 
p a r a m e t e r s , n a m e l y , the real and imaginery parts of the eigenvalue. 
1.2.1 E x a m p l e 
C o n s i d e r 〜 ⑴ = , k。： 2i, k , xh^(t), k , 0 . 
f t 1 
T h e n a = iexp f h (s)ds 
0 1 • J 
=> a = i(2+sin t)/2 
=> t) = - 2 i ( 2 + s i n t)2/4 
=> 2 / cr (a,s)ds = i (18t-16cost-sin2t )/4 + 4i 
0 1 
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B y formulas (1.2.39) to (1.2.41), 
r 1 r 
q(x, t)=2(2+sint)exp 1(18t-16cost-sin2t) sech 2(2+sint)x (1.2.48) 
L J I -
w i t h q(x,0)=2sech2x . 
This is a standing soliton centered at the origin with amplitude 
varying p e r i o d i c a l l y and the period is 2n. 
『丨 
Fig. 3 1 ] 
1-soliton q(x,t) 1 
for t=-7r/4,0,Tr/2 L A A 
丨 W 剩 山 
职 』 I . — 
"I3 1 2 3 
1.2.2 E x a m p l e 
Consider h (t) = -1, k = 2i, k = xh (t), k = 0, 
1 0 1 1 2 
广 � 
T h e n a = i exp h^ (s)ds 
� 
=> a = 1 e 
=> 0*1 (a, t ) = - 2 i e一 2 t 
=> 2 f : <r^(a,s)ds 二 1} 
B y formulas (1.2.39) to (1.2.41), 
q(x,t) = 2 e ~ S x p [ - 2 i ( e ~ ^ - 1) ]sech(2xe~^) (1.2.49) 
w i t h q(x,0) = 2sech2x. 
This a standing soliton centered at the origin whose amplitude 




l - s o l i t o n q ( x , t ) 
f o r t = - l , 0 , l g . 
A i 八 
'叫彳 i丨 
-4 -2 2 4 
1 . 2 . 3 Example 
C o n s i d e r 2i, 0, -e^, 1^= -cost, 
T h e n a = i / h (s)ds 
0 2 
=> a = -i(e^-l) 
=> 0*1 (a，t) = + cost + 4 i e、 2 i 
=> 二 0*1(01,s)ds = + 2sint - 8ie^ + 4it + 6i 
B y f o r m u l a s (1.2.39) to (1.2.41)， 
q(x’t) = 2(l-e^)exp[2ie^- 8 i e、 4 i t + 6i] 
sech[2x( 1 - e ” + 2sint] (1.2.50) 
a n d q ( x , 0 ) = 0 
T h i s is a propagating soliton which travels to the left with increasing 
a m p l i t u d e as t traverses from -co to +oo. For fixed t, the peak occurs at 





F i g . 5 A 
l-soUton q(x,t) / \ 
for t=7r/4，7r/3，7r/2 \ 弓 
^ - 1 . 5 ~ - 0 . 5 I o T s 1 
巧 
1.2.4 Example 
Consider k = 2i, 1 = h = 0, 1 = cost, h = -sint, 
0 1 1 2 2 
T h e n a = i[cos(t)-l] 
=> cr^(a, t) = -cos(t) - 2i [cos( t )-l 
=> (r^(a,s)ds = -2sin(t) + i[6t + sin(2t)] - 8isin(t) 
By formulas (1.2.39) to (1.2.41), 
q(x,t) = 2(cost-l)exp(6it + isin2t - Sisint) 
sech[2x(cost-l) - 2sint] (1.2.51) 
and q(x,0) = 0. 
This is a propagating soliton which travels to the left with amplitude 
varying periodically as time traverses. For fixed t, the peak of the 
soliton occurs at x = tan(t/2) and travels with velocity 
p 
V = [sec(t/2) 1 ^ 2 • p 
2 . 5 丨 [ ” 
l-soliton q(x,t) 1.5. / 
for t=7r/4,71/3,71/2 / \ 
1:/ 劇 
- 4 - 2 0 2 4 S 
^ -
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T w o - s o l i t o n solution and its decomposition 
F o r the case N = 2, we have 
1 0 ^ 
11 12 
0 1 ^ ~ ~ ^ 
21 22 
• = - - - - o ~ ~ ~ 
11 12 
G G 0 1 
21 22 
= 1 + G 2 + G 2 + Q Q 2 + Q Q 2 
11 22 11 22 12 21 
+ G ^ + G G~~ - ( G G G G + G G G G ) 
12 21 21 12 11 22 12 21 21 12 11 22 
C (t 1 2 — C (t) 2 — 
= 1 + 1 2 i ( a - a )x 2 2 i ( a - a )x 丄 
e 1 1 + e 2 2 + 
— 2 一 2 
1 、 ⑴ 〜 ⑴ 丨 ‘ 〒 - 丨 、 ( t t ) 1 
m — 2 + — 4 
(a - a ) (a -a ) a - a 
1 1 2 2 1 2 
+ e 2 U a i - 《 ) x + — 〜 ⑴ 严 〒 a i ) x + 
一 2 — 2 
a - a a - a 
1 2 1 2 
r | C i ( t ) C 2 ( t ) |2 , 
2 2 ZZ Z Z 
c (t) 
W r i t e — ^ — = exp[/3j+ ir^] for real 口 」 ， ( 1 . 2 . 5 2 ) 
a - a j j 
and put 0. = 13,+ i ( a . - ^ ) x ’ （1.2.53) 
r (X -oi a - a -N 2 
20 20 丄 2((p+(p) L 1 1 2 2 _ 
Th e n A = l + e ^ i + e ^ 2 + e 1 — 2 
L a -a 
1 2 
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o (a (a 广 
^ 1 1 2 2 , 、 ， —— — 6 ^ -ch 
C O S ) + (a + a - a - a )x e ^ i 
— d 1 2 1 1 p p 
a - a L ^ ^ , 
1 2 
R e s t r i c t i n g to the case w h e n a」is p u r e l y imaginery, say 
a」 = i刀 J， (1.2.54) 
we h a v e 「 tj -7) ] 「 ^^ 一 2 ^ ] 
A = 1 + l - i - i - e'^i 1 + 「 1 M + 
T7 +7? T] +77 e 2 十 
^ 1 2 J L '1 '2 J 
V» J 
[ 1 - f - ^ l l ( e 2 〜 + 入)+ 8 ? 严 ( 、 - 乂 
L L J J (”1、 ) 2 
r 
Let 'A. = 0 . + C , where e 、 = (1.2.55) 
L 1 2 J . 
^, , 4T7 7) r , 、 
T h e n A = (1 + e^^^i) (1 + e钟 2 ) 士 ‘ ^  f e ^ ^ + e绅 2 + 2 c o s ( r - ^ ) e 〜 + 、 
(t) -T) )2L 1 2 J 
1 2' (1.2.56) 
In a s i m i l a r way, we have 
^ - i a X , ^ - i a X 
G e 1 + G e 2 
1 2 
=STtTe'^'^i'' fl+G G~"+ G 2] + ^ ^ -2ioc x「 『 + 2, _ 
1 12 21 22 2 21 11 11 
、 J V. J 
^ T t T e - ^ ^ V V ^ \G “ G H - ^ T t T e - ^ ^ V V ^ f ^ G +G H 
1 21 22 11 21 2 12 22 12 11 
、 J � _ 
2 
i — T - 2 i a X 「 1 1 "1 2 2i(a -厂)x 
= c (t)e 1 1 + c (t) e 2 2 
1 — — 2 
L a a -a 
^ 1 2 2 2 J 
2 
~~rrr- 一2ia x ^ 「 1 1 1 “ 、 2 2i(a -a )x 
+ c (t)e 2 1 + c (t) e 1 1 
2 — — 1 
^ a -a a -a 
^ 1 2 2 2 j 
2 
<b -x-X ^ f 1 1 1 .2 2(3 -47) X 
=-2iv e ^ i 1 + 一 ~ ~ - ~ ~ ^ ——；r~ {2-n) e 2 '2 
1 (刀 i + V 2 刀 2J 2 
• -
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-2iT> 1 + r 1 1 _ _ 2 2/3 -47? X 
2 2 1 + I (刀广2) - - ^ J ( 2 V e 丨 1 ,1 
= 刀 l e - i 、 e ^ - ^ fl + _ e'^^s e中2乂 fl + e2《+20i] 
( 1 . 2 . 5 7 ) 
N o w we d i s t i n g u i s h two special cases: 
(i) If r = ^ + 2kn , then 
丄 ^ 
^ -ia X . ^ -ia X 
G e 1 + G e 2 
K (x,x,t) = - i ？ 
「 2 刀 ( l + e 2 、 ) + e"^ e中2 (l^e^^) 1 
一 • i 了 1 2 
一 le 2 (i+e20i)(l+e2、）+ r, ( e 、 + e ^ 2 ) V ( T , f 
1 2 1 2 -‘ 
-ij C -r ‘ 
=一ie 2 T) e 、p(i// 1//Jsech 中 + ve ^ pixjj )sech ifj , 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 、 J 
1 
whs PS oiilj \Jj ) = —2广 r “ 
^ 1 + l+e 、 l+cosh(0 -\p ) sechi// sechi// r^  1 2 1 2 V Z y、 J 
H e n c e 
— i 万 r 一 C — ( • 
q(x，t)=2e 2 7) e ^ p(i// , i// )sech ip + t) e、p(ip , ip )sech \Jj 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 � -
E q (x’t) + q (x，t) (1.2.58) 
丄 ^ 
(ii) If r = r + (2k+l)7r , then 
1 2 
^ -ia X IIP -ia X 
K (x，x,t) = llGje 1 + l|Gj|e 2 
1 A 
r w w � 
— ( 〜 一 （ 〜 
= i e 2 7] e ^ piip , ip )sech \p + ri e ^ piip , ip )sech ip , 
X 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 
〜 1 
w h e r e = 1 + |sech0^sechiA, 
L 2 L 
Eence 
q(x’ t)= 一 2 e 一 1 了 2 i//^)sech \Jj〜+ D^e'^ , i//^)sech i/j^ 
20 
= + q^(x,t) (1.2.59) 
Formulas (1.2.58) and (1.2.59) give the decomposition of the two-soliton 
q(x,t) into individual soliton waves t) and t) whose centres 
cross each other at time t and co-ordinate x , where t and x satisfy 
d d d d 
the system 
= 0, J = 1,2 . (1.2.60) 
We now use the following examples to illustrate the case (i). 
1.2.5 Example 
Suppose c (0)= c (0) = 1, 7) =2e一t and t) Then (1.2.60) 
1 2 1 2 
becomes ip - t-4xe ^-lnl2 = 0 
ip = t - 2xe_t-ln6 = 0 
2 
from which we obtain t = ln3 and x = -(31n2)/2. 
d d 
Also, q (x, t ) = 12exp(-t-ir )p(i/i , \p )sech(t-4xe ^-lnl2) and 
—t 
q (X, t )=6exp(-t-i^^ )p(i// , ip )sech( t-2xe -ln6) 
2 2 1 2 
1 
with P(01’、)= 1 + 5[l+cosh(2xe-t+in2)] 
This is a propagating two-soli ton travelling from the left to the 
right as time reverses. The left wave q^(x,t) travels to the right 
faster than the right wave t) and they eventually interact at 
X =-(31n2)/2 with time t = ln3. After that, the two-soliton changes 
d d 
back into two one-sol iton with q (x, t) on the right and q (x,t) 
on the left. 
21 
“ 2 1。；；1 
1.2.6 E x a m p l e 
S u p p o s e c^(0)=c^(0) = l, 7)^=2cos(t) and n^=cos(t). T h e n (1.2.60) 
b e c o m e s - 2 s i n t - l n ( c o s t ) - 4 x c o s t - l n l 2 = 0 
^ ^ - 2 s i n t - l n ( c o s t ) - 2 x c o s t - l n 6 = 0 
f r o m w h i c h we o b t a i n and x 二 -(ln2)/2 
d d 
In this c a s e , q (x. t) = 12(cost)exp(-i3' ,中)sechi// 
1 2 1 2 1 
q (x, t)=6(cost )exp(-i^ )p(i// ’ xp )sechi// 
2 2 1 2 2 
where , — 
1 + 5[ l+cosh(2xcost + ln2) Jsechip^sechip^ 
This is a n o s c i l l a t i n g two-soli ton which varies p e r i o d i c a l l y w i t h 
p e r i o d n. O n the time interval [-n/2,n/2], the two waves t) 
and q^Cx, t) travel towards each other and then s e p a r a t e s back a g a i n 
without interaction . The behaviour repeats itself in e a c h time interval 
of length 71. 
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1.2.7 Example 
Suppose c^(0)=c^(0) = l,刀i=2(2+sint) and 7)^=2+sint. Then (1.2.60) 
becomes 论广-ln(2+sint) - 4(2+sint)x - lnl2 = 0 
= -ln(2+sint) - 2(2+sint)x - ln6. = 0 
w h i c h have no solution. 
In this case, q^ix,t)=Ai2+sint)expi-i'^^)pii/j^,\p^)sech\p^ 
q (x, t )=2(2+sint )exp(-ir )p(0 , ip )sechi// 
2 2 1 2 2 
where p{\p , \p ) = 
1 2 1 +• 5{l+cosh[2x(2+sint) + ln2]}sechj/>^sech0^ 
T h i s is a standing two-soliton having component waves q (x,t) and q (x,t). 
1 2 
The waves stand with varying amplitude and are periodic of period 2n. 
1.2.8 Example 
Suppose c^(0)=c^(0) = l, 7)i=2exp(t), Tr)^=exp(t). Then (1.2.60) 
becomes i p广 - t + 4exp(t)x - lnl2 = 0 
ip = ^t + 2exp(t)x - ln6 = 0 
2 
from which we obtain t =_ln3 and x^=(31n2)/2. 
d d 
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In t h i s c a s e , q^ (x, t ) = 12exp( t )exp(-ir , <// )sech0 
2 1 2 1 
q^Cx, t ) = 6 e x p ( t ) e x p ( - i T )p(i//，ijj )sechifj 
2 1 2 2 
w h e r e p{\jj ’\jj )= L_ 
1 + 5 { l + c o s h [ 2 x e x p ( t ) - l n 2 ] } 
T h i s is a t w o - s o l i t o n located within the finite interval [-6,6] of 
t h e X - a x i s . As time p a s s e s , the left wave q^(x,t) travels to the 
r i g h t a n d the right wave t) travels to the left until they 
i n t e r a c t a n d blow up at t = - l n 3 and x =(31n2)/2 
d d • 
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C h a p t e r 2 Modified Inverse Scattering Method 
§1 Introduction 
In this chapter we will use the inverse scattering method to find 
s o l u t i o n s of the KdV equation for given initial data u(x,0) which is 
s i n g u l a r at a finite set of points {x^}^^^. In this case, the spectrum 
of the problem is remarkably richer than in the case of regular initial 
data, see Arkad'ev [2]. Following Arkad'ev, Pogrebkov and Polivanov [3], 
we shall use the existence of solution of a Riemann problem to obtain 
s o l u t i o n s of our initial value problem. Multi-soltion solutions are 
c o n s t r u c t e d from single soliton solutions by truncating the scattering 
data. Some analytic results are derived and examples of singular soliton 
s o l u t i o n s are obtained. In the regular case, we only have regular soliton 
s o l u t i o n s . However, in the singular case, we can also have singular 
solitons and breathers. 
§2 Singular solutions of the KdV equation 
Consider the KdV equation u - 6uu + u = 0 (2.2.1) 
t X X X X 
This nonlinear partial differential equation was introduced in the 
last c e n t u r y to describe wave motion in shallow water channels. It 
has become the prototype in the study of nonlinear evolution equations. 
We shall solve (2.2.1) for initial data u(x,0) = u(x) satisfying the 
f o l l o w i n g conditions： 
u(x) € C^(IR\{x , X，...，x }), u ( x ) — — > 0 as x >co 
1 2 N 
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2 
a n d J^  (1+x )|u|dx < oo for some constant D. 
X >D 
We make a further restriction on the singularities of u(x), n a m e l y 
ii(x) = [2/(x-Xj)2] + Vj(x) in a neigborhood U」of x. with v^(x) € ) 
a n d 5Vj(Xj)/5x = 0 for j = 1,2..,,N. 
The s y s t e m 
乂x+ (u - = 0, (2.2.2) 
3[ua/ax + (a/ax)u]}i// ( 2 . 2 . 3 ) 
is c a l l e d the L a x pair of the KdV equation. In fact, the compatibility 
c o n d i t i o n (i// ) = (i// ) for this system reduces to the KdV equation. 
XX L. t XX 
O b s e r v e that because of the singularities of u(x), the associated 
S c h r o d i n g e r operator L = - u(x) is not self-adjoint. 
B y the work of Faddeev [10], the equation (2.2.2) has a local regular 
g 
C - s o l u t i o n of the form 
i//R(x’k) = (x-x.)2 + [v.(x )-k^](x-x ) V l O + 0((x-x f) (2.2.4) 
J J J J j j 
o n a n e i g h b o u r h o o d say U」 o f each singular point x」of u. In addition, on 
some DjC Uj, where i//^  vanishes in 0」 o n l y at the point x., there exists a 
s i n g u l a r s o l u t i o n of the form 
0 s ( x , k ) = ( x - x . ) " V ( x , k ) - 3(v.(x )-k^)i//^(x,k)/5(x-x ) (2.2.5) 
J J J J J j j 
- 3 / ( x , k ) 广 ( y - x (v (x )-k^)/5(y-x )^]dy 
J Xj J J j j j 
s u c h that (i) (x - € C^(U^)^ 
(ii) (X - X )i//S(x，k) = 1 + 0((x - X )2) (2.2.6) 
j j j ‘ 
(iii) 拟2)[ s(x,k) _ J _ ] J = 0； (2.2.7) 
j x-x x^x 
j j 
(iv) the Wronskian = - i//^  i//^  = - 3 . (2.2.8) 
J J j j x J x J 
N o t i c e that (iv) holds even at x = x^. 
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J o s t s o l u t i o n 
F r o m n o w on, by a s o l u t i o n of (2.2.2), we shall m e a n a f u n c t i o n 
«A(x,k) w h i c h is r e g u l a r outside and can be w r i t t e n on e a c h U . 
a s 
jMx’k) = c.(k)«//%,k) + d^(k)i//^(x,k) (2.2.9) 
f o r s o m e c o n s t a n t s c,(k)，d.(k). 
B y (iii), c (k) = (l/2)(aVax^)[i/^(x,k) - d (k)/(x-x )] I (2 2 10) 
J j j X^Xj* • • 
B y (ii), d (k) = lim^(x-x (2.2.11) 
j 
B y the c o n d i t i o n S (1+x^) |u|dx < co, we c a n find, using the work of 
X丨>D 
F a d d e e v [10] and a sewing p r ocedure, s o l u t i o n s (pix,k) and ipix,k) of 
(2.2.2) w h i c h are singular at all x s u c h that 
j 
j//(x,k) >eikx’ a s X >co ( 2 . 2 . 1 2 ) 
and (fix, k) as x >-oo (2.2.13) 
T h e s o l u t i o n s (p and i/j are called the Jost solutions of (2.2.2). Let 
* * 
(/>(x,k:) be the c o m p l e x conjugate of \p{x, k). Since xjj and 中 form a 
f u n d a m e n t a l system of solutions, we have 
<p(x,k) = a(k)iA(x,k)*+ b(k)(//(x,k) . (2.2.14) 
It is not difficult to check using u(x) is real that 
a(k)*= a(-k), b(k).= b(-k) 
and |a(k)|2 - | b ( k )广 = i . ( 2 . 2 . 1 5 ) 
A n a l y t i c i t y 
As in the regular case, it is crucial to e s t a b l i s h the analyticity 
of <^(x,k), i/f(x, k) and a(k) with respect to k. In fact, we can do this 
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b y t r a n s f o r m i n g the singular problem to an a u x i l i a r y regular p r o b l e m . 
C h o o s e a real solution p = p ( x , 0 ) of 
乂x+ 0 (2.2.16) 
a n d let % = i ( a / a k ) p ( x , k ) | . We observe that x is another s o l u t i o n of 
k=0 
(2.2.16) a n d that the Wronskian W[p, = 1. 
2 . 2 . 1 T h e o r e m For k 关0， let Ji(x,k) be a s o l u t i o n of the L a x pair 
w i t h p r i n c i p l e part 2/(x-x ) on U and let 
J j 
$ ( x , k ) = (i/k)[5； (x,k) - (p + )^(x,k)/(p + ix)]. (2.2.17) 
X X X 
T h e n ^ is a s o l u t i o n of 一少 + [U(x) - k ] 屯 = 0 , (2.2.18) 
XX 
w h e r e U ( x ) = u(x) - 2(d^/dx^)ln [p + i：^ ] 
厂 P + 1 
= u ( x ) _ 2 pX + . (2.2.19) 
‘“ J X 
F u r t h e r m o r e , U satisfies the f o l l o w i n g conditions: 
U € C^(IR) a n d there exists D >0 such that 
S (1+x^) |U(x)- 2/x^ Idx < 00 . (2.2.20) 
X >D 
Let F ( x ) be the function defined by 
F(x) = ( i / 4 )广 [ U ( y ) 一 U(y)*]dy. (2.2.21) 
-co 
T h e n F s a t i s f i e s the following conditions： 
F(x)之 0, F(x) = 0 iff X = Xj with F(x) having second order zeros at these 
来 
p o i n t s and U + U = (F /F) + (1/2)(F /F)^ - (2.2.22) 
X X X 
P r o o f First observe that h(x) = l/(p + is a solution of (2.2.18) 
w h e n k = 0. Hence by (2.2.19) and (2.2.21), we have 
p2(x) = cos2(广 p(2)dz)/F and = sin2(广 F(z)dz)/F. 
「 -co -co 
T h u s p^ + x^ = 1/F(x) . (2.2.23) 
U s i n g the fact that W[p,x^ = 1, we obtain 
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(Px + ixj/ip + ix) = iF(x) - [F(x)/2F(x)]. (2.2.24) 
B y (2.2.19)’ (2.2.21) and the last e q u a t i o n in (2.2.22)， we get 
u ( x ) = ( - 1 / 2 ) ( F / F ) + ( 1 / 4 ) ( F / F ) 2 - f 2 . ( 2 . 2 . 2 5 ) 
X X X 
B y (2.2.17), (2.2.24), 
i^(x,k) = (i/k){5^(x.k) + [iF(x) - (Fx(x)/2F(x))]$(x’k)}. (2.2.26) 
B y c o m p u t a t i o n w i t h these formulas, the theorem follows. 
2 . 2 . 2 T h e o r e m Let U(x) be a smooth c o m p l e x - v a l u e d function that satisfies 
(2.2.20). S u p p o s e that the function F(x) defined by (2.2.21) satisfies 
the c o n d i t i o n (2.2.22). T h e n transformation (2.2.17) takes every solution 
〜 
屯 of (2.2.18) w i t h k ^ 0 into a solution ^ of problem (2.2.16) with u(x) 
g i v e n b y f o r m u l a (2.2.25). This function u(x) has its only singularities 
at the p o i n t s x^, . . . and belongs to the class of admissible data under 
c o n s i d e r a t i o n for the KdV equation. 
P r o o f T h i s f o l l o w s r e a d i l y from the proof of theorem 2.2.1. 
2 . 2 . 3 T h e o r e m The Jost functions 炉(x,k)，\p{x,k) and the coefficient a(k) 
in (2.2.14) are analytic functions of k for Imk > 0. 
P r o o f (i) F o r x € (-oo, -D), we use the transformation above, putting 
〜 〜 〜 
= <p. T h e n f r o m the regular case,少，少 are analytic in k, for Imk > 0. 
X 
� 
( i i ) F o r X > - D ,屯 is a solution to the initial value problem 
一少 + (U - k^)^ = 0, 
X X 
s u c h that ^(x, k) = k) and ^ (x,k) = $ ( - D , k). 
X X 
x = - D 
w h i c h is e q u i v a l e n t to the integral equation 
5(x，k) = ？(-D,k)cos(x+D) + k)sin[k(x+D)]/k 
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+ 广①U(z)$(z’k)sin[k(x-z)]/k dz (2.2.27) 
Since $(-D’k) and $ (-D,k) are analytic by (i), from the usual estimates, 
X, , 
/sy 
屯 is analytic in k for x e IR and Im k > 0. By (2.2.26), ^ = <p is analytic 
in k for x € " ' and Im k > 0. The analyticity of ip is proved 
similarly, while the analyticity of a follows from its relation a ( k ) = 
W[</),0]/2ki with the Wronskian. 
Remark It can be proved that for x ^  x , . . . , x ， 
1 N ‘ 
(p(x,k)eikx = 1 + O(k-i), (2.2.28) 
i/;(x,k)eikx = 1 + o(k""i), as |k| >co ’ Im k > 0 (2.2.29) 
u(x) = I评>« 2 i k ^ (i//(’x’k)eikx) (2.2.30) 
Im k>0 
Since the function a(k) = \i[(p, i//]/2ki admits an analytic continuation 
to the upper half plane which tends to one as |k: | >co, a(k) has a 
finite number of zeros k^,...k^ in the upper half plane. We make the 
assumption that these zeros are simple. Then by the calculus of residue 
a ( k ) = [ n (k - k ) / ( k 一 k来 ) ]exp f “ 广 l n [ l - | r ( p ) | " ] 
J j 271-00 p - k - lO ^ 
j =1 ^ 
for Im k > 0. Since the k^'s are simple zeros of a(k), we may write 
<»(x, k ) = ia’（k )c 0(x, k ) for some coefficients c . The data j j j j j 
S = { r(k) = b(k)/a(k), k., c】；j=l,...,M} will be called the 
scattering data of u corresponding to (p,中. 
M 
Note that r(k) = 0 implies that a(k) = H (k - k )/(k - k*) and we 
j=i j j 
s h a l l have t h r e e cases: 
( i ) i r j j , Cj> 0, ! ) > 0, the s o l u t i o n u i s a r e g u l a r s o l i t o n . 
( i i ) k = iT] , c < 0, 7) > 0, the s o l u t i o n u i s a s i n g u l a r s o l i t o n . 
j j j J 
(iii) k.= 1/3」and i日」，the solution u is a breather. 
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N o w let us r e p l a c e the potential u(x) in the Schrodinger problem 
b y a K d V s o l u t i o n ii(x,t). Then the s o l u t i o n ifj as well as the 
s c a t t e r i n g d a t a will be functions of the time t. 
T i m e e v o l u t i o n 
W e r e w r i t e the Lax pair (2.2.2), (2.2.3) as 
(L - = 0 and B0’ (2.2.31) 
w h e r e B = 45 - 3(u5 + 5 u). For the Jost function 识，observe that <p + B(p 
X X X X X t 
is a l s o a s o l u t i o n of (L - = 0. 
* o 
S i n c e (p a n d cp form a fundamental system of the equation (L - k )<p = 0, 
来 
= 0*1 (/) + c^cp, (2.2.32) 
f o r s o m e f u n c t i o n s cr = cr (k, t), cr = cr (k，t). 
1 1 2 2 
Let X >-00 in (2.2.32). Since <p and B >45 ， 
X X X 
-ikx ikx , -ikx 
4k le = cr e + cr e . 
1 2 
C o m p a r i n g c o e f f i c i e n t s of and we have 
cr = 0 and a- = (2.2.33) 
X 己 
L e t X >+00 in (p = a(k, t)«//* + b(k, t)i//, 
* 来 来 
we g e t a xfj + + b i// + bi// + 4a<// + 4bi// 
t t t t X X X X X X 
来 
=4k^i[a<// + hip]. 
ikx * -ikx 
B y t h e f a c t that ip > e and ip > e ， a s x >oo, 
- i k x , , ikx , . , 3 . -ikx , 3 . ikx 
a e + b e + 4ak le 一 4bk: le 
t t 
3 . r - i k x . , ikx, 
= 4 k iLae + be ] . 
T h i s g i v e s 0 and b广 8k^ib . (2.2.34) 
H e n c e a(k, t) = a ( k , 0 ) and b(k’t) = b(k, 0)exp[8k^it ] . (2.2.35) 
It f o l l o w s that r(k，t) = r(k,0)exp[8k^it] (2.2.36) 
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a n d c(kj,t) = b(kj,t)/ia,(kj,t) = 0)exp[8k^it] (2.2.37) 
I n v e r s e p r o b l e m and soliton solutions 
T h e inverse problem consists of finding i//(x,k,t), <p(x’k,t) from 
g i v e n scattering d a t a S = { r(k.t), k., c^(t)； J = 1,...,M}. That is, 
we h a v e to find <^(x,k, t), i//(x,k, t) analytic in the upper half plane and 
s a t i s f y i n g the boundary condition 
+ r(k, t)i//(x’k’t) = <p(x, k, t )/a(k, t) for real k. (2.2.38) 
T h i s is a Riemann problem with conjugation. We indicate a reduction of 
this p r o b l e m as follows: 
S u p p o s e for the auxiliary scattering data 
S = { r(k,t), kj, Cj(t); J = 1 M }’ M < M, 
we c a n solve the corresponding Riemann problem 
i/l(x,k,t)* + r(k.t)lA(x,k,t) = ^ (x, k, t )/a(k, t), (2.2.39) 
W h e r e a(k, t) = a(k,t) IT (k - k*)/(k - k ). (2.2.40) 
~ j j 
j=M+l J 
T h e n b y a result of [3], the solution to the original Riemann problem 
is g i v e n b y 
M 
« M x , k , t ) = lA(x,k,t) - E z (x,t)c (t)W[l/i(x,k ’ t)，l^Cx, k, t) , 
J J J j 
j=M+i (2.2.41) 
w h e r e z^(x,t) satisfies 
/N«/ 
r (x,t). c 0(x,k~ , t). 
M+ 1 M+1 
A(x，t) : = ： (2.2.42) 
L z“(x’ t) J L l//(x,k , t) J 
M M 
H e r e A(x,t) = ( V x , t)) (“)乂(“）， 
. 1 + c (t) lim w (x，t), M+1 ^ i=j ^ M 
j k—> k i j 
W h e r e A = c^ (t) w^ ^  (x, t) / R+1 M (2.2.43) 
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妨 d Wij(x’t) = W[j;(x,kj，t), - k^), (2.2.44) 
F r o m (2.2.30), we obtain 
u(x’t) = u(x,t) - ( a V a x^)ln[detA(x, t)]^ . (2.2.45) 
T h u s , we have reduced the original Riemann problem to problem (2.2.42) 
in linear algebra. 
1 - s o l i t o n solutions 
• • 
2.2.4 Example 
Consider M = 1 and M = 0 such that 
S = { r(k,t) = 0, k = 2i, c(t) = 4exp[64t]} 
and S = { r(k,t) = 0 } . 
This implies a(k, t) = 1 and $i(x,k, t) = exp[ ikx]. 
Hence, by (2.2.30), we have u(x,t) = 0. By (2.2.41) to (2.2.45), 
we have u(x,t) = -2 ^ [ln(l + e"'^"®^')] 
ax" 
= 8 s e c h ^ [ 2 ( x - 16t)] 
This is a regular 1-soliton moving from the left to the right. 
i j I 
Fig.11 I 1 
r e g u l a r 1 - s o l i t o n “ ^ 
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2 . 2 . 5 E x a m p l e 
C o n s i d e r M = 1 and M = 0 such that 
S 二 { r ( k , t ) = 0, k = 3i , c(t)= -6exp[72t]} 
a n d S = { r ( k , t ) = 0 } . 
T h i s i m p l i e s S(k, t) = 1 and 5'(k,x, t) = exp[ikx]. 
H e n c e , b y (2.2.30), we have u(x, t) = 0. B y (2.2.41) to (2.2.45), 
w e h a v e u ( x , t ) = -2 — [ln(l - e"®^""^^^)] 
dx^ : 
= 6 / s i n h ^ [ 3 ( x - 3 6 t ) ] . 
T h i s is a s i n g u l a r 1 - s o l i t o n moving from the left to the right with a 
s i n g u l a r i t y line x(t) = 36t. 
u 
j ？ 7r 
I丨 。 
I \ 
. 5 5 . 
F i g - 1 2 丨 ltCc,-0.i) j^QC.O) jUxj) 
s i n g u l a r 1 - s o l i t o n f / 4 ： ‘ ‘ 
u ( x , t ) f o r t = - 0 . 1 , 0 , 0 . 1 i 
i 1 3 : 
I i 2丨 
1 \ \ J \ 
- 4 - 2 - 4 - ~ > 2 4 
2 - s o l i t o n s o l u t i o n s 
2 . 2 . 6 E x a m p l e 
C o n s i d e r M = 2 and M = 0 such that 
S 二 { r ( k , t) = 0, k = i, k = 2i, c (t) = c (t) = 
1 2 1 2 
a n d S = { r(k，t) = 0 } . 
T h i s implies a ( k , t ) = 1 and ^ix,k,t) = exp[ikx]. 
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Hence by (2.2.30), we have S(x,t)= 0. By (2.2.41) to (2.2.45), we 
have u(x,t) = -2 — {ln[sinh[3(x-12t)] + 3sinh(x-28t)]} 
ax^ 
=36+36cosh[3(x-12t)]cosh[x-28t]-6Qsinh[3(x-12t)]sinh[x-28t] 
{sinh[3(x-12t)] + 3sinh[x-28t]>^ 
This is a singular 2-soliton which is decomposed into a singular 
1-soliton plus a regular 1-soliton. The singular 1-soliton initially 
behind the regular 1-soliton, moves faster and catches up with the 
regular 1-soliton at time t = 0 with center co-ordinate x = 0. Afterwards, 





2 - s o l i t o n u(x,t) 
for t = - l / 3 , 0 , 1 / 3 
4 • 
j J\^��� 
^ - 5 ‘ 5 10 X 
u u 
ff 8f 
6； 6 : 
」 L . - 水 i 1 
-5 5 10 -10 ^ 5 10 
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2 . 2 . 7 Example 
Consider M = 2 and M = 0 such that 
S = { r ( k , t ) : 0, ( 2 + i ) / 2 , ( - 2 + i ) / 2 , 
C i ( t ) = [ ( 2 + i ) / 2 ] e [ ( - 滅 ) t ] , c y t ) = [ ( 2 - i ) / 2 ] e [ ( - 3 - 6 i ) t ] } 
and S = { r(k’t) = 0 } . 
This implies a(k,t) = 1 and Ji(x,k,t) = expCikx]. 
Hence by ( 2 . 2 . 3 0 ) , we have u ( x . t ) = ' o . By ( 2 . 2 . 4 1 ) t o ( 2 . 2 . 4 5 ) , we 
have u(x,t) = -2 — ln{sinh.(x + lit] - sin[2(x+t) ]/2} 
5x 
= 4 - 4cosh[x+llt]cos[2(x+t)] - 3sinh[x-Hlt]sin[2(x+t)] 
{ s i n h [ x + l l t ] - s i n [ 2 ( x + t ) ] / 2 } 2 
This a breather moving from the right to the left. 
u 
1 H 
• I I : I I 
i I ’ I 1 
唤 厢 ： U ^ O ) I I 
b r e a t h e r u ( x , t ) / I l / 
for t=-7r/5,0,71/5 I | 
I I 
,2： I I 
MM/ \ 
-15 ^ -gOC/^ i K) 15 
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C h a p t e r 3 Backlund Transformation Method 
§1 Introduction 
In this chapter, we discuss the Backlund transformation method which 
enables us to construct new solutions of a nonlinear evolution equation 
from k n o w n and often trivial solutions. It is in general difficult 
to o b t a i n the Backlund transformation of a given nonlinear partial 
differential equation. Following Li [ 18] and Ceng [12], We first 
c o n c e n t r a t e on extensions of a theorem of Darboux as applied to the 
K d V equation, the KP equation, the Boussinesq equation and some related 
equations. Darboux，s idea can also be applied to the Ablowitz, Kruskal, 
Newell and Segur(AKNS) hierarchy and we demonstrate this for the 2x2 AKNS 
system. T h e n following Das [7], in §3, we illustrate Clairin's method of 
c o n s t r u c t i n g Backlund transformations. Finally, in §4, we apply Bianchi, s 
theorem of permutabi1ity to the Backlund transformations of the Sine-
Gordon equation and the KdV equation to generate multi-soliton solutions 
from single soliton solutions. Interest in the Backlund transformation 
was revived after a long period of inactivity. Today, Backlund trans-
formations for many equations of physical importance have been obtained 
and m u c h research is being done on higher order equations in higher 
dimensions. 
§2 Solution by Backlund transformation 
3.2.1 Definition Consider two partial differential equations 
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U j x’t ) = F [ u , u u . ] and u (x,t) = G[u，u ,u ,..•]. 
•X XX t X XX 
A n y f o r m u l a r e l a t i n g two solutions u^(x,t) and u^(x,t) of these two 
e q u a t i o n s is c a l l e d a B a c k l u n d transformation. 
We f i r s t recall a theorem of Darboux w h i c h c a n be proved by a careful 
c o m p u t a t i o n . 
3 . 2 . 2 Darboux’s Th e o r e m 
Let f be a s o l u t i o n of the linear S c h r o d i n g e r e q u a t i o n 
- 0 + u 0 = A 0 for a fixed 入 = 入 and define 
X X 〇 
少 = K 一 ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) 
X X 
u = u - 2 ( l n f ) . (3.2.2) 
1 XX 
T h e n we have the form invariance of the linear S c h r o d i n g e r equation: 
一屯 XX+ =入少 ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) 
The L a x pair of the KdV equation u - 6uu + u = 0 (3.2.4) 
t X X X X 
is the p a i r of linear equations - 0 + = 入 0 , ( 3 . 2 . 5 ) 
XX 
0 = - u 0 + (2u + 4入）</> . (3.2.6) 
t X X 
w h o s e c o m p a t i b i l i t y c o n d i t i o n gives the KdV equation. 
S i m i l a r l y , the Lax pair of the non-isospectral K d V e q u a t i o n with 
v a r i a b l e c o e f f i c i e n t . 
1 
u = -u + 6uu + .k(t) [ — xu + u] (3.2.7) 
t X X X X d X 
is the p a i r 
- 0 + u0 =入 0 , (3.2.8) 
XX 
(p = [g(t)+u ](p + [xk(t)/2 + 2u + 4 A ] 0， （3.2.9) 
t X 
w h e r e g ( t ) is an a r b i t r a r y function. 
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The linear Schrodinger equation appears in both Lax pairs. 
F u r t h e r m o r e , it turns out, see Li [18], that not only the linear 
S c h r o d i n g e r equation, but also each Lax pair, is form invariant under 
the D a r b o u x transformations (3.2.1) and (3.2.2). Hence if u is a 
s o l u t i o n of the KdV equation (3.2.4) or (3.2.7), then u^ defined by 
(3.2.2) is also a solution of (3.2.4) or (3.2.7). Moreover, we can define 
— 2(ln<J>)xx which is another solution and this procedure can be 
c o n t i n u e d . Explicit examples are given as follows. 
3 . 2 . 4 P a r t i c u l a r solutions of the KdV equation 
For the trivial solution u(x,t) = b = constant of the KdV equation 
(3.2.4) , the Lax pair becomes： 
-(p = (A-b)0 , (3.2. 10) 
XX 
<!>= (2b+4A)0 . (3.2. 11) 
t X 
(i) W h e n 入 = b , take f(x,t) = x + 6bt, then 
2 
u = b + is a rational solution of the KdV equation. 
1 (x+6bt)2 
(ii) W h e n 入 b , take f(x，t) = c c e where c，c are constants 
1 2 1 2 
and a = V b-X , z = x + |3t, = 2b + 4 入 . T h e n 
4c c 
2 1 2 
u = b - 2a is also a solution. 
1 f az -az、2 
(c e +c e J 
1 2 
W h e n b-入 >0, let c = 1/c = e . Then we get the soliton solution 
1 2 
b - 2a^sech^(ax + a/3t + 5 ) . 
3 . 2 . 5 Particular solutions of the non-isospectral KdV equation 
For the trivial solution u = 0 of the equation (3.2.7) and 入 = 0 , 
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the L a x p a i r becomes： 
乂 x = 0 ’ (3.2.12) 
g ⑴ 0 一 x 0 / 2 t (3.2.13) 
f o r w h i c h f = [CiXt-iZ2+。2]/9⑴dt a solution. 
H e n c e 一 ^c^t 
= 1 7 ^ is a solution of the equation. 
(c xt + c ) 
1 2 
If we put u = -q + x/12t and k(t) = -1/t in (3.2.7)， then we get the 
c y l i n d r i c a l KdV equation q - q + 6qq + q/2t =〇 . （3.2.14) 
t X5C JC X 
T h i s e q u a t i o n has a singularity at t=0 and its Cauchy problem for 
g i v e n initial condition at t^^O is solvable by the inverse scattering 
m e t h o d . Here we use the solution u to derive the solution 
X K t - i 1 
m + ^ITi i of the cylindrical KdV equation. 
(c xt + c ) 
1 2 
A slight modification of the Darboux transformation can be applied 
to the K P equation. 
3 . 2 . 6 K P equation (u + u + 6uu ) + 3w = 0 
t X X X X X y y 
T h i s e q u a t i o n is also called the two dimensional KdV equation 
b e c a u s e it describes slow variations in the y-direction of wave 
p r o p a g a t i o n with dispersive and nonlinear effects in the x-direction. 
The a s s o c i a t e d Lax pair is 
(p = (A-u)0 + 0 , (3.2. 15) 
X X y ’ 
0 = A0 + B</> - 40 , (3.2. 16) 
t X x y 
w h e r e A = u - 3w , B = -2u - 4入 and u = w . 
X y X 
Let f be a solution of the associated pair for A = A . The modified 
0 
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D a r b o u x t r a n s f o r m a t i o n is 
$ = + (lnf)x0， （3.2.17) 
Ui= u - 2(lnf)xx . (3.2.18) 
The f o r m invariance of the Lax pair under the D a r b o u x transformation is 
p r o v e d in Li [18]. Namely, 
歪xx=(入一Ui)少 + \ , (3.2.19) 
〜 = + 4〜y , (3.2.20) 
w h e r e A , (u^^- ’ B , 4A and u^ 
H e n c e if u is a s o l u t i o n of the KP e q u a t i o n , then u^ is also a 
s o l u t i o n . Let us start with the constant s o l u t i o n u = b. 
F o r 入 = 入 0 = b, the Lax pair becomes： 0 = 0 , (3.2.21) 
XX y 
= 一6b<56 - 40 (3.2.22) 
t X x y 
f o r w h i c h f(x,y’t) = 2y - 12bxt + is a solution. Hence 
u = b - ！ + 2(2x-12bt)2 
is a n o n t r i v i a l rational solution of the K P e q u a t i o n . 
A n o t h e r s o l u t i o n of the a s s o c i a t e d pair is 
f(x’y,t) = 1 + e x p { a [ x + a y - ( 6 b + 4 a ^ ) t ] } , w h i c h yields a nontrivial solution 
2 
of the K P equation： u = b - 2 a e x p [ a z ] = 匕 - i a^sech^ - z, 
1 (l+exp[az])2 2 2 ’ 
whe r e z = x+ay-(6b+4a^)t. 
We r e m a r k that particular solutions of the KP equation can also be 
o b t a i n e d f r o m solutions of the cylindrical KdV equation by nonlinear 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n . 
A n o t h e r v a r i a t i o n of the D a r b o u x t r a n s f o r m a t i o n can be applied to 
the m o d i f i e d Boussinesq equation from which solutions to the Boussinesq 
e q u a t i o n c a n be obtained. The Boussinesq e q u a t i o n was introduced by 
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B o u s s i n e s q in 1871 to describe the p r o p a g a t i o n of long waves in shallow 
r e c t a n g u l a r water c h a n n e l . It is more general than the standard K d V 
e q u a t i o n b e c a u s e it a c c o u n t s for m o t i o n in both directions. 
3 . 2 . 7 M o d i f i e d B o u s s i n e s q equation u + (u 一 6u^u - 6u d'^u ) /3 =〇 
^ X X t X 
T h e a s s o c i a t e d Lax p a i r is： 
3ud^ + ^(u + u^- )a ](p = -X(p ’ ( 3 . 2 . 2 3 ) 
^ X t 
\ = 一（52 + 2ud)ip ； ( 3 . 2 . 2 4 ) 
where a'^u(x,t) = u(x,’t)dx，， d = d/dx and dd~^= d'^d = 1. 
亀00 
Let f be a s o l u t i o n of the Lax pair for 入 = 入 T h e modified D a r b o u x 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n is 
^ = (p - , (3.2.25) 
u = u + [ln(f f-i)] . (3.2.26) 
X X 
The f o r m invariance of the Lax pair under the modified D a r b o u x 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n is p r o v e d in Ceng [12]. Hence, the f o r m u l a (3.2.26) 
g e n e r a t e s n e w s o l u t i o n s of the modified Boussinesq equation from old 
o n e s . It is interesting to see what the constant solution u = b leads to. 
F o r u = b , 入 = 入 t h e Lax pair (3.2.23) and (3.2.24) becomes: 
(p + 3b(p + 3b^(p /2 = -X (D , (3.2.27) 
X X X XX X 0 
(P ^ -cp - 2h(p , (3.2.28) 
t XX X 
2 
I.For b = 0 , 入 = 0 , the Lax pair has solution f = -c x + c x + 2c t+ c , 
0 ^ 1 2 1 0 ' 
w h e r e c.(i = 0 , 1 , 2 ) are constants. 
2 2 2 2 
H e n c e 2c x - 2c c x + 4c t + 2c c + c 
1 1 2 1 1 0 2 
u = 
1 2 
(2c X - c ) ( - C X + c X + 2c t +c ) 
1 2 1 2 1 0 
is a n o n t r i v i a l rational solution. 
The s i n g u l a r i t i e s of u^ can be read off as follows： 
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(i)If c * 0, then u = — L _ 一 _ J 1 
1 1 X - X X - X ( t ) X _ X ( t ) ， 
• 1 2 
Where c ^ i Z c V ] x^(t) = x。. ； ) , x^(t) = x。- ). 
(ii)If c = 0 , then u = - l/(x + c c ] ) . 
1 1 0 2 
I I . F o r b = i a ,入〇 = - 9 i a /2, the Lax pair has s o l u t i o n 
f = k^exp[\/6ax/2 - {3a^/2 + i/6ia^)t] + 
ik exp[-/6ax/2 - ( 3 a V 2 - V6i(x^)t] 
H e n c e u^ = ia + v^iasech(\/§ax - zVSia^t + d) 
is a n o n t r i v i a l solution, where k e气 
1 2 
I I I . F o r b = 0,入0= the Lax pair has solution 
f = y^exp(IBx-^h ) ^ -^-^exp[ ( t ) ] H-j^exp[ (x-/3w^t)], 
w h e r e exp(27ri/3) and -exp(7ri/3). 
We r e c o r d two particular cases: 
(i)For 万0= 0, 
u = , where j r' = exp(d ) 
1 + 2cos(v^/3x + \/3(3 t - 71/3 + 5^) 1 2 i 
is a p e r i o d i c solution. 
(ii)For 0， 
-[3(l+v^i)/8] /3sech X(x, t )sech[X(x, t )-(7ri/3)], 
w h e r e r exp(2d ) and X(x,t) = /3(3/4 - v^i/4)x 一 ^ ^ ( 3/4 + v^i/4)t + 
0 1 2 
5 , is a s o l u t i o n . 
2 
3 . 2 . 8 The Boussinesq equation q + (q - 4q^) /3 = 0 
t t X X X X 
T h e a s s o c i a t e d Lax pair is 
2qd + q - 5-lq )i// =入 0 , (3.2.29) 
X t 
(//^  = 4q/3)i// . ( 3 . 2 . 3 0 ) 
U n d e r the s u b s t i t u t i o n u = i// the Lax pair becomes： 
X 
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"^xx" - + 2qu + q^- A ’ (3.2.31) 
q = u , u^)/4 . (3.2.32) 
T h e p a i r (3.2.31), (3.2.32) further implies that 
+ = +(u -6u^u -6u a—Si ) /3]. (3.2.33) 
X X X X X t X 
H e n c e the f o r m u l a (3.2.33) transforms solutions of the modified 
B o u s s i n e s q e q u a t i o n to solutions of the Boussinesq equation. In 
p a r t i c u l a r , the p r e v i o u s solutions yield the f o l l o w i n g solutions of 
the B o u s s i n e s q e q u a t i o n . 
I.(i) q = 3/[2(x + c c-i)2]， 
0 2 ‘ 
一 3 厂 1 + 1 n 
( n ) q = 2 (X - Xi(t))2 (X _ X (t))2 ) 
1 2 J 
II. q = - 3 a V 4 - (9a^/2) [ itanh(T/6ax - 2T/6ia\ + 5) + sech(V6ax -
2 ^ / 6 + 5)]sech(T/6ax - 2VQio?t + 8). 
I I I . (i) q = (9/2)^^[2+cos(v^^x + VS^^t - TZ/3 + + V3siniV3fBx + VS^^t 
-71/3 + + 2cos(\/3^x + V3(3h 一 n/3 + 
and (ii) q = -2+2V3i + (3+v^i ) [tanhX + tanh(X - ni/3)] 
+ |(-l+V3i)sechX sech(X - 7ri/3)}sechX s e c h ( X 一 ni/3), 
w h e r e X = X(x，t). 
It is a significant fact that D a r b o u x type transformations can be 
a p p l i e d to the Ablowitz, Kruskal, Newell and Segur (AKNS) hierarchy. 
3 . 2 . 9 T h e A K N S - s y s t e m 
f i^") 「〜"1 w f -i入 q(x,t)l 。。。” 
i = M . M = , _ u 、 7、 , ( 3 . 2 . 3 4 ) 
4> <p , r(x，t) 1 入 , 
f 〜 r r A B 1 
L = H ； ‘ N = U , (3.2.35) 
where q = q(x,t), r = r(x,t), \ a parameter and A, B, C are determined 
in t e r m s of q, r by the integrabi 1 ity condition M - N + M N - N M = 0 . 
t X 
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E x p a n d i n g as usual, A = ^ a B = ^ b 广 C = J c and setting 
j=0 ， j=o J ， j=o j 
入t = 0, we o b t a i n by the integrabi1ity condition: 
r C .1 r •) 
J = [cc a (t)] r 
• b 0 j-i q ’ 
J 、 y 
-ia^(t), 5_i(qCj-rbj)-i(Xj(t) , 
w h e r e a^(t), J = 0 , 1 , . . . ， n are a r b i t r a r y functions of t and 
1 r d-2rd~^q 2rd~^r . 
L 一 & 一2q5_iq -d+2qd~^r • 、 « 
S u b s t i t u t i n g back into the integrabi1ity condition, we get a pair of 
n o n l i n e a r e q u a t i o n s in the unknown functions q, r. 
； 1 = 2i “ ( t ) L n - j f : L (3.2.36) 
L 4 Jt J=o J 4 J 
F o l l o w i n g Li [18]’ we seek a Darboux type transformation to this pair 
of e q u a t i o n s , w i t h the AKNS system now p l a y i n g the role of the Lax pair. 
Set the D a r b o u x type transformation in the form 
r ^ r <f> 广 A. 、 广 、 「 i l = T 「 i l T - f 0 1 「 a b 1 f ” ， 7 1 杀，T 一 0 2i 入 + c d (3.2.37) 
^ 2/ ^ ^ v. 
a n d impose the invariance 
r ^ r ^ ^ r •、 /、、 
「 = M f M M = 卜 入 qi(x)l 
电。 1 $ ‘ 1 , , .. , ( 3 . 2 . 3 8 ) 
1 
r ^ ^ r ^ r A B .. 
$ ^ 1 $ ‘ ' 1 C D . l^.^.diJj 
^ 2'' t ^ 1 1 
d> -V r (t> 
^ \ \ \2. 
Let q, r be s o l u t i o n s of (3.2.36) and , , , be a fundamental 
<p (p 
set of s o l u t i o n s of (3.2.34) and (3.2.35) for q, r, A. Since M, N, M^, N^ 
f (f) ^ ^ r ^ ^ 1 
are trace free, the determinants of 0 = , , and $ = , , 
0 0 $ $ 
^ ^21 ^22 L 21 22 J 
d e p e n d o n l y o n A. The same holds for detT = det 电/ det(p. 
To f i x a, b, c, d in T, we further assume that detT(x, A) = 4(入-入）（入-入）， 
丄 ^ 
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f o r g i v e n c o n s t a n t s 入 ’ 入 . T h e n for J = 1’ 2’ 
1 2 
.^iil = f ( - 2 U 广 a)0ii+ 1 and f =「(-之^人广 
2 1 」 （ 入 c 0 + (2iA + d)0 J L 中 2 2 」 a . ) L c 0 + (2iA + d)<p 
J 11 j 21 J 12 j ^22 
are linearly dependent, meaning there are constants k ,k such that 
1 2 
r $ ^ r ^ ^ 
11 _ 1 12 
$ = 1 $ • The two pair of linear equations so obtained 
L 21」（入）J L 22」a ) 
J j 
d e t e r m i n e a, b, c, d in terms of 入 ， 入 ， k , k . We then use a, b, c, d 
1 2 1 2 
to d e f i n e the D a r b o u x transformation (3.2.37). The n e w solutions a r 
, 1 
of (3.2.36) are given by 
b = q , c = r (3.2.40) 
as c a n e a s i l y be checked by the condition T = M T - TM, which follows 
X 1 
f r o m (3.2.34), (3.2.37) and (3.2.38). 
§3 Clairin* s method for finding Backlund t r a n s f o r m a t i o n s 
We a s s u m e in this method a Backlund t r a n s f o r m a t i o n of the form 
p = f (w, w^, Pi, q^) and q = 0(w, w^, p^, q^), 
w h e r e p = dw/dx, q = dvi/dt and similarly p^ = q^ = dw^/dt. 
T h e i n t e g r a b i 1 i t y condition requires Q = dp/dt 一 dq/dx = 0. T h e n we 
c h o o s e some restricted forms of f and 0 s u c h that special solutions 
c a n be s o l v e d . We illustrated this by the following examples: 
2 
I . C o n s i d e r the Sine-Gordon equation d w/5x5t = sin w. This equation is 
r e l a t e d to the two-dimensional pseudo-sphere in differential geometry. 
It has a p p l i c a t i o n in superconductivity and is solvable by the inverse 
s c a t t e r i n g method. Now we derive its Backlund transformation as an 
i l l u s t r a t i o n of Clairin's method. 
C o n s i d e r two dependent variables w(x, y) and w^(x,y) with their first 
d e r i v a t i v e s to be interrelated by the pair of equations： 
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p = f(w, w^, Pi) and q = 0(w, w^, q^), 
T h e i n t e g r a b i l i t y c o n d i t i o n requires 
n = fw勞一 t f + ( V \ f ^ q ^ - 0 w P i = 0， （3.3.1) 
1 1 1 1 
w h e r e s u b s c r i p t s denote partial derivatives and s = /dxdt. 
1 1 
We c h o o s e the f o l l o w i n g restricted form of f and </>, namely, 
f = Pi+ m(w, w^) (3.3.2) 
a n d (t> = - q , fx(w, w^) (3.3.3) 
S i n c e s i n w^, the integrability c o n d i t i o n implies 
n = m ( - q + fi) + m q - (p + m) - p + 2sin w = 0. (3.3.4) 
w 1 w 1 w 1 w 1 1 
1 1 
A l s o , Q = -{yL + 11 ) = 0, (3.3.5) 
P W W 1 1 
fi = m - m = 0. (3.3.6) 
q w w 
1 1 
H e n c e Q = fim - mfjL + 2sin w = 0 (3.3.7) 
W W 1 
a n d Q = jLim - mid = 0. (3.3.8) 
W WW WW 
B y (3.3.5), (3.3.6), m and {i must be of the form m(w, w ) = m( w + w ), 
1 1 
/i( w, w^) = fi( w - w^). 
E l e m e n t a r y integration of (3.3.7), (3.3.8) gives the desired Backlund 
t r a n s f o r m a t ion 
p - p^ = 2a sin[ (w + w^)/2] ’ (3.3.12) 
q + q^ = (2/a)sin[(w - w^)/2] (3.3.13) 
II. F o r the K d V equation u + 6uu + u = 0, we first transform it to 
t X XXX 
q + 3p2 + p =〇， ( 3 . 3 . 1 4 ) 
XX 
w h e r e w = 广 u(x,,t)dx，， p = w and q = w . Then we look for a Backlund 
- 00 X t 
t r a n s f o r m a t ion of the form 
p = f ( w , W i， P i ) a n d q = 0 ( w , w^, p^, q^, r^), 
w h e r e r^ = a^w^/ax^. The integrability condition becomes: 
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Q = fwq + ^W^^x + (〜厂〜i)Si - - < P 、 p 「 + = 0. 
We c h o o s e the following restricted form of f and 0， 
P = -Pi + c , (3.3.15) 
q = 、 + Ar^ + ？ f +、 P i + ， (3.3.16) 
w h e r e c, \ and the three i^ . are unknown functions of w and w 
1 r 
F r o m e q u a t i o n (3.3.14) and the vanishing of Q and its derivatives, 
we get the following system of equations： 
2 y。 =入一入， 入 = c - c , 
2 W w W W 
1 1 
入c - c 入 , V c -cv - V + y = 0 
1 W W 1 W Iw Ow Ow ‘ 
1 1 
y。,，一 = 〇 ， C - CV =〇• 
2w 0 w Ow ' 
y + 2 二 0 , c - c - 2 = 0 , 
d WW WW 
1 
2 2 2 
C C + C C + V + 3c = 0 . 
WW w 0 
S o l v i n g the above system, we have 
入 = 2 ( w - w), V = - 2， 
1 2 
2m + (w^ - 2WW + w^), 
1 1 1 ， 
1^0= -2mc( w, w^), 
2 2 
c(w, w ) = m - [w -2ww + w ] + kw + Iw . 
1 1 1 1 
where k, 1, m are integration constants. 
For npt 0 and k = 1 = 0, we obtain the Backlund transformations 
p + Pi= m - （w _ Wi)2/2’ （3.3.17) 
q + q , (w-w^)(r-r^) - 2(p^+ p p , p ’ . (3.3. 18) 
§4 Con s t r u c t i o n of multi-soliton solutions 
The f o l l o w i n g theorem of Bianchi allows us to construct multi-soliton 
s o l u t i o n s b y an algebraic method without quadrature. 
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3 . 4 . 1 P e r m u t a b i l i t y theorem 
S u p p o s e Wi and w^ are two functions obtained r e s p e c t i v e l y from w。 via 
two B a c k l u n d transformat ions BTl and BT2. If we apply BTl to w^ to get 
w。i a n d B T 2 to to get w ， t h e n w = w . 
21 1 12 12 21 
w ^ ^ w = w 
^ ^ 12 21 
2 
P r o o f see Calogero and Degasperis [4] 
We n o w proceed to construct the multi-soliton solutions. 
I.For the S i n e - G o r d o n equation (see Das [7]), the Backlund transformation 
b e t w e e n solutions w and w^ obtained in §3 is given by 
5 w / a x = du^/dx + (2a)sin(w^+ w)/2 ； (3.4.1) 
dvf/dt = -dw^/dt 一 (2/a)sin(w^- w)/2 , (3.4.2) 
w h e r e a is a constant. Let BT^, BT^to be the above Backlund transformation 
w i t h a = a ， a respectively. 
1 2 
T h e n we get a(w - w )/dx = ( - 2 a )sin(w + w )/2 , 
1 0 1 1 0 
5(w - w )/dx = ( - 2 a )sin(w + w )/2 > 
12 1 2 12 1 
a(w 一 w )/dx = ( - 2 a )sin(w + w )/2 / 
2 0 2 2 0 
5(w - w )/dx = ( - 2 a )sin(w + w )/2 . 
21 2 1 21 2 
S u b t r a c t the latter two equations from the former two equations, we get 
0 = 2a [sin(w + w )/2 - sin(w + w )/2] 
1 12 2 1 0 
- 2 a [sin(w + w )/2 - sin(w + w )/2]. (3.4.3) 
2 21 1 2 0 
S i n c e w = w , we have 
12 21 
0 = a sin(w -w +w -w )/4 - a sin(w -w -w +w )/4. (3.4.4) 
1 12 0 2 1 2 12 0 2 1 
In this way, we obtain the 2-soliton solution w from the 1-soliton 
12 
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s o l u t i o n s Wq, Wi, w^ by the following expression： 
tan(Wi2- = [ a^)]tan(w^- w^)/4 (3.4.5) 
I I . F o r the K d V equation ii‘ = uu + u and let u(x，t) = w (x t) 
t X X X X X 
then the e q u a t i o n becomes w = w^/2 + w . (3 4 6) 
t X XXX K • . J 
A B a c k l u n d transformation between solutions w and w^ is given by 
(w + w ) = m - (w - w (3.4.7) 
1 X 1 
(W + w ) = (w - w ) (w _ w ) _ 2(w^+ WW + w 2). (3.4.8) 
I t 1 1 X X X X Ix I x 
A p p l y i n g the theorem of permutabi1ity to this Backlund transformation, 
we c a n construct the 2-soliton solutions： 
(w + w ) = m - (w - w )2/2 , 
1 x 1 1 
(w + w ) = m - (w - w )2/2 f 
1 12 X 2 1 12 
2 
(w + w ) = m - (w - w ) /2 » 
2 x 2 2 
(w + w ) = m - (w - w )2/2 
2 21 X 1 2 21 
this implies ( w - w ) (w + w - 2w - w - w + 2w ) = 4(m - m ). 
12 12 1 21 2 1 2 
T h u s Wi2= W - [2(m^- w^) ] and t) = Sw^^Cx, t ) /ax 
S i m i l a r l y , the 3-soliton solution is given by 
WI23= w r (3.4.9) 
w h e r e w = w - [ 2 ( m -m ) / ( w - w ) ] . 
13 1 3 3 1 
H e n c e [m w (w -w )+m w (w -w )+m w ( w - w )] 
1 1 3 2 2 2 1 3 3 3 2 1 
w = 
123 [m (w - w )+m (w - w )+m (w - w ) ] . 
1 3 2 2 1 3 3 2 1 
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Chapter 4 Dressing Method And Hirota Direct Method 
§1 Introduction 
In §2 of this chapter, we discuss the dressing method introduced 
by Zakharov and Shabat to solve the Cauchy problem of high dimensional 
nonl inear evolution equations. The method is an important alternative 
to the inverse scattering which cannot be easily extended to deal with 
equations having more than one spatial variable. It employs operator 
theory in functional analysis to reduce the original Cauchy problem to 
the problem of solving a system of linear partial differential equations. 
Then similar to the inverse scattering method, one has to solve the 
Ge 1fand-LeVitan-Machenko(GLM) equation. However, the difficult step of 
finding the time evolution of the scattering data is avoided. We shall 
follow Poppe and Sattinger [25] and illustrate this method by the 
Kadomtsev-Petviashvili(KP) equation which has two spatial variables. 
The expression for the N-soliton solution of the KP equation will be 
derived and its relation to the Fredholm determinant of the GLM equation 
will be indicated. See Chan, Li and Li [5]. 
In §3, we present the Hirota method. We first transform a nonlinear 
evolution equation into the so called Hirota bilinear form, and then 
use a perturbation approach to find an explicit expression for the 
N-soliton solution. The Hirota function T contained in the solution 
is basically the Fredholm determinant of the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko 
equation. Specific examples are given to illustrate how the method works. 
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§2 Za k h a r o v - S h a b a t , s dressing method 
Let us start w i t h two differential operators L and A which we shall 
0 0 
c a l l bare o p e r a t o r s . For a n y s u f f i c i e n t l y s m o o t h kernel K(x,z,y,t), we 
c o n s i d e r the V o l t e r r a integral o p e r a t o r s defined by 
一 x,y’t) = J^°°K(x.z,y,t).//(z,y,t)dz, (4.2.1) 
A 
K j M x ， y , t ) = - 广 K(x,z,y,t)i//(z,y,t)dz. (4.2.2) 
—00 
S u c h integral operators are known to be invertible. Hence we can define 
A -1 
the o p e r a t o r L+= (1 + K+)L (1 + K + r . (4.2.3) 
^― — 
T h e e q u a t i o n (4.2.3) is called the d r e s s i n g e q u a t i o n of L^. In general, 
L+ (respectively L_) consists of two parts: a differential operator with 
v a r i a b l e c o f f i c i e n t s depending on K and an integral V o l t e r r a operator 
of the type (4.2.1) (respectively (4.2.2)). Our first observation is the 
f o l l o w i n g lemma： 
4 . 2 . 1 L e m m a If L+ = L_ = L, then the integral part of L is zero and L 
is a p u r e l y differential operator. 
P r o o f S u p p r e s s i n g the variables y, t, we have 
L+ = differential operator + Voterra operator with kernel V+(x,z) 
supported in z > x. 
L_ = differential operator + Voterra operator w i t h kernel V (x，z) 
supported in z < x. 
Let 5 be the d e l t a function with support at x = z. Then 
z 
L 5 = V (x,z) for X < z , 
+ z + 
L 5 = V (x,z) for X > z . 
- Z -
S i n c e V+(x’z) = 0 for x > z and V一（x’z) = 0 for x < z, L+ = L一 implies 
V = V = 0 . + _ 
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A s u f f i c i e n t c o n d i t i o n for L+= L_ is given as follows. For any 
s u f f i c i e n t l y s m o o t h kernel F(x,z,y,t), we consider the Fredholm operator 
A 
d e f i n e d b y ( F i / 0 ( x’y , t ) =广 F(x, z, y, t )i//(z)dz (4.2.4) 
- 0 0 
八 yN 八 
4 . 2 . 2 L e m m a If 1 + F = (1 + K )" (1 + K ) and F commutes with L , 
+ 0 
t h e n L = L . + — 
P r o o f L = (1 + K )L (1 + K 厂 1 
+ + 0 + 
= ( 1 + K )(1 + (1 + F)(l + K 
0 -
A /N 
= ( 1 + K )L (1 + K ) 
0 -
= L _ 
We a l s o observe 
A A 1 A 4 . 2 . 3 L e m m a 1 + F = (1 + K )" (1 + K ) is equivalent to + 一 
K + F + S"^ K(x，s’y, t)F(s’z’y，t)ds = 0. (4.2.5) 
X 
( 4 . 2 . 5 ) is c a l l e d the Ge1fand-Levitan-Marchenko equation. 
A 
P r o o f M u l t i p l y i n g b o t h sides by (1 + K+) and evaluating on \p, we have 
八 A A 八 A 
( K + + F + K+F)i// = K 一 h e n c e 
广 K«//dz + 广 Fi//dz + K(x,s，y，t)[广 F(s, z, y, t ]dz 
X - 0 0 X - c o 
= - 广 K(x,z,y,t).//(z)dz 
- 0 0 
T h u s , 广 （ K + F)0dz + 广 [ f K ( x ， s ， y , t ) F ( s ’ z ， y , t ) d s ] < / / ( z ) d z = 0 
‘ -00 -co X 
a n d we get the assertion. 
K P e q u a t i o n 
We n o w a p p l y the above lemmas to the KP equation: 
{u - (u +6uu )/4} = 3u /4 (4.2.6) 
t XXX X X yy 
S t a r t i n g w i t h the bare operators 
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d/dy 一 a / a t - a ^ / a x ^ , ( 4 . 2 . 7 ) 
A 
we f i r s t look for a kernel F such that F commutes with both L and A . 
0 0 
T h i s r e q u i r e s that F satisfies the following system of linear 
d i f f e r e n t i a l equations: 
dF/dy - d^F/dz^ = 0 , (4.2.8) 
dF/dt 一 d^F/dx^- d^F/dz^ = 0. (4.2.9) 
F o r Re(p)<0<Re(q)» a special solution is given by 
F(x，z’y’t) = exp[^(x.y, t,p) - ^(z,y,t,q)], (4.2. 10) 
2 3 
w h e r e ^ ( x , y , t , k ) = xk + yk + tk . 
S u b s t i t u t i n g this special F in (4.2.5), 
we get K(x,z,y，t) = -F(x,z,y’t)/A(x,y，t) ， (4.2.11) 
w h e r e A(x’y’t) = 1 + J'^exp[ ^(s, y, t, p)-^(s, y, t, q) ]ds 
= 1 + exp[C(x,y, t,p)-^(x,y, t,q) ]/(q - p). (4.2.12) 
B y lemma 4.2.3, this K satisfies the c o n d i t i o n in lemma 4.2.2. 
H e n c e b y lemma 4 . 2 . 2， w e have L+ = L_, say = L . 
八 
S i n c e F also commutes with A^ , we similarly have A+ = A_, say = A. 
B y lemma 4.2.1, L, A are purely differential and so have the form 
L = a/ay + m d^/dx^ + m d/dx + m , (4.2. 13) 
1 2 3 
A = a/at 一 n n d/dx + n . (4.2. 14) 
1 2 3 
4 . 2 . 4 L e m m a L = d/dy 一 d^/dx^ - u, (4.2.15) 
A = a/at - d^/dx^ 一 3[ua/ax + (a/ax)u]/4 - w, ( 4 . 2 . 1 6 ) 
w h e r e u(x,y’t) = 25K(x,x,y,t)/ax, 
a n d w(x’y,t) = u } K ( x , z , y , t ) . 
A 
P r o o f Multiplying (4.2.13) on both sides by (1 + K一）， we get 
A 
(1 + K )(a/ay - a^/ax^) = O / a y + m^5/ax + + K_). ( 4 . 2 . 17) 
S i n c e (1 + K_)(a/ay -
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+ C / z / d z (4.2.18) 
and (a/ay + m m d/dx + m ) (1 + K_)i// 
1 2 3 
= 〜 + C o K〜 d z + iPjm^- m^K(x,x,y,t)] + 
«//[m - m K(x,x，y，t) - m K (x,z,y,t) I - m aK(x, x, y, t )/ax] 
^ ^ 1 X Z = x 1 
- < / / [ K + m K + m。K + m K]dz (4.2.19) 
-00 y 1 XX 2 X 3 ^ ^ 
Comparing the two expressions, we get 
-1, 0, -23K(x’x，y, t)/ax = -u and 
{^v _ + 气 2 - u}K = 0 . (4.2.20) 
y X z 
Similarly, we can determine n^ (i = 1,2,3) in (4.2.14). 
4.2.5 Lemma The function u in lemma 4.2.4 satisfies the KP equation 
(4.2.6). 
Proof Since [ L^, A^] = 0, we have 
[L, A] = {u - (u +6uu )/4 - w + w -3u 74} + (2w -3u /2)D 
t X X X X y XX x y x y 
= 0 (4.2.21) 
Hence we get w = 3u /4 and u - (u +6uu )/4 = w . 
X y t X X X X y 
Differentiate with respect to x, we obtain the result. 
Explicitly, u(x,y,t) = lnA(x, y, t) 
2 2 1 2 2 
= ( p - q) sech -[(p-q)x + (p -q )y + 
(p3-q3)t - In(p-q)]• 
We remark that u is a 1-soliton solution of the KP equation which 
moves at a certain angle to the x-axis when p 本 - q . 
In case p = -q, u is reduced to a sol iton solution of the KdV equation. 
For the general N-soliton solution of the KP equation, we use 
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N 
F(x’z,y’t) = I a e x p [ C ( x , y , t , p ) - ^Cz, y. t, q.) ], (4.2.22) 
j =1 J J 
t h e n u ( x , y , t ) = i2d^/dx^)ln d e t A is an N-soliton solution, 
w h e r e A is a n NxN square matrix c o n s i s t i n g of the elements 
么 i j T 3。+ a exp[e(x,y,t,p.)-C(x,y,t,q.)]/(q.- p j (4.2.23) 
We n o w s h o w that the Fredholm determinant D(x’y,t) of the Gelfand-
L e v i t a n - M a r c h e n k o equation (4.2.5) can be regarded as detA. 
4 . 2 . 6 D e f i n i t i o n D(x’y,t) is defined to be the infinite series 
E (1/n!)广.…广 F [ ” Ids … d s ， 
r € ^ 1 
w h e r e F = det [F(u ’ s， y , t)] 
• " I n 」 ，J 
f o r (u.,y,t) and 刀 . = ( s ,y,t). 
1 1 J J 
4 . 2 . 7 T h e o r e m The N-soliton solution u in the operator L=d/dy - d^/dx^- u 
of the K P e q u a t i o n is given by u(x,y, t) = 2(5^3x^)111 D(x，y，t). 
P r o o f d/dx \ (1/n! U ① . . F [ 刀 r . . \ "]ds . . .ds . 
X X 7} . . . 7) 1 n 
、 1 n 
c a n be w r i t t e n as the sum of n terms, one for each of the integrals. 
B y m a k i n g appropiate change of variables of integration in each of the 
r芒 £ 1 
t e r m s and u s i n g the fact that F 、 … 、 is unchanged under the 
- . . . 刀 n -
厂 € 1 r 芒 1 
t r a n s p o s i t i o n of the pair i and 、_j , we obtain 
L i 」 L j J 
r � 
{-l/(n-l)!}广...广 F x，”2，...，\ ds ...ds . 
X X 〜 2 n 
L X,刀，...，7) J 
2 n 
O b s e r v e that this term is equal to the (n-l)th term of the series 
CO 「 〜 -
D(x，x，y，t) E - Z ( 1 / n ! )广 . . .广 F 乂，刀之，•…’\ ds . . . ds , 
X X 〜 2 n 
n = 2 L X , 7)^, . . . , J 
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w h e r e x = (x’y’t). Hence D(x,x,y,t) = 0 / a x ) D ( x , y. t). 
U s i n g C r a m e r ' s rule on the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko equation, we 
have K ( x , x , y , t ) = D(x’ x, y’ t )/D(x’ y, t) = 0 / a x ) l n D(x,y,t) (4.2.24) 
and u(x,y’t) = 2(a/ax)K(x.x,y,t) = 2(d^/dx^)ln D(x，y,t). 
§3 H i r o t a direct method 
This is an important method of c o n s t r u c t i n g s o l i t o n solutions for 
n o n l i n e a r e v o l u t i o n equations. We shall f o l l o w H i r o t a [15] and Euler and 
S t e e b [9]. Let us introduce a D-operator acting on pairs of functions 
A, B as follows: 
d V ( A o B ) = 「 f - 「 L - L t)B(x, t' ) I fA Q n 
X a x 5 x , a t a t ' ^ ( x . t j t H x , t )乂=乂， 
^ 乂 、 J 
t=t’ 
We shall use the D-operator to define the Hirota bilinear form. 
The K d V equation u - 6uu + u =0 
t X XXX 
S u b s t i t u t i n g u = w^ into the above e q u a t i o n and integrating with 
respect to x, we have w - w = 0 . Next, let w = -2(lnf) . Then 
t X XXX X 
we have 
- ， 
« a^f df df ^ 一 、 . df d^f 。「aVl2 "。… 
dx dx _ • 
w h i c h is equivalent to ( D^ + D D )fof = 0 . (4.3.3) 
X X t 
(4.3.3) is the Hirota bilinear form for the KdV equation. To solve 
00 
(4.3.3) for f, we use a perturbation and put f = 1 + X! ！“⑷^"^ . 
m=l 
C o m p a r i n g the coefficient of e*" in (4.3.2), we get： 
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+ ^ = - E W 严 ) 。 广 - k ) (4.3.4) 
^ o x k = i ， 
We t h e n s o l v e for ？ ( \ ) ？ ( 2 : f ^  ... s u c c e s s i v e l y from the above equations. 
In c a s e we c a n find special solutions ？(\) ？(2’）f^^?. . .which truncate 
N 
at the N - t h s t a g e , we get a solution f ⑶ = i + J^ 产 ） o f (4.3.3). 
m = 1 
2 
T h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g u(n)= - 2 ( n) (x，t) ] is a solution of the 
ax^ 
K d V e q u a t i o n . 
E x p l i c i t l y , for m = 1, 2， 3 — —，（ 4 . 3 . 4 ) becomes 
4 〜（1) 2〜(1 ) 
5 f ⑴ 5 f ^ 
m = 1 + ^ = 0 , (A 1 SI 
o 4 dxdt ‘ l^.J.^J 
dx 
4 〜（2) 2 ~ ( 2 ) 
m = 2 ^ J ： ^ + = (-1/2)(D^ + D D ⑴。i^⑴， （4.3.6) 
dxdt X X t J 
m = 3 ？ - V + = -(D4 + D ⑴ 。 ⑵ (4.3.7) 办 4 dxdt X X t , 
I. = exp[e(x, t) ], where e(x，t) = kx - + 5 
~ ( 2 ) 〜（ 3 ) 
a n d f = f = . . . . = 0 satisfies all the above equations. Hence 
u ( i ) = - 2 [In (1 + exp e) ] = ( k V 2 ) s e c h ^ [ (kx - k^t + 5)/2] (4.3.8) 
XX 
is a l - s o l i t o n solution. 
{1) 3 
II. f (x，t) = e x p [ e ]+exp[0 ], where e. = k.x - k.t + 6., i = 1, 2. 
1 2 1 1 1 1 
r 
k - k 
f ( 2 ) ( x , t ) = 1 一 2 exp(e + e ) 
Ic Ic 1 2 
1 2 
、 乂 
〜（ 3 ) 〜 （ 4 ) 
a n d f (x，t) = f = . . . . = 0 satisfies all the above equations. Hence 
u ⑵ = - 2 { l n [1 + e x p ( e ) + exp(e ) + A e x p ( e + e j ] } ’ （4.3.9) 
f 1 2 1 2 1 2 XX 
r 、2 
k - k 
w h e r e A = ， i s a 2-soliton solution. 




I I I . In g e n e r a l , the N - s o l i t o n solution is g i v e n by 
(N) 2 m p / M ^ 厂（N) ^ N -I 
U )= -2 a ^ n f ( N W , with f(N)= I exp E A % + £ ^ e 
)Lt=0,l Li>j ij “ i=i 1 iJ ’ 
E d e n o t e s the s u m m a t i o n over all choices of in , . . . , u ) with each 
11=0, 1 1 N 
r 、2 
p . — p 
M = 0 or 1, exp(A°.) = I and e (x,t) = k x - + 5 
iJ p.+ Pj i i i i . 
R e m a r k We c a n also consider the polynomial solutions of (4.3.5) by 
〜（ 1 ) 2 3 4 
l e t t i n g f = a + a x + a x + a x + a x + b t - 2 4 a tx • 
0 1 2 3 4 4 
T h e n ？ ⑵ = 〇 if a = 0, 3 a a = a ^ and b = 12a . 
4 1 3 2 3 
(1) 3 
H e n c e f = a^[x + 12(t + const.)] and we get the rational solution 
ii(i)= 6X(X3- 24t)/(x3+ I2t)2 
T h e K d V e q u a t i o n with loss and non-uniform terms 
u + r u + (c + a x ) u + 6uu + u = 0 
t o X X XXX 
In the above e q u a t i o n 飞 is the relaxation, a represents the non-
u n i f o r m i t y of m e d i a and c is the velocity of wave. 
o 
Let u = w^ and integrate with respect to x. We have 
w + - a)w + 3w ^ + (c + ax)w + w = 0 (4.3.10) 
t X O X XXX 
H e n c e for u = we get the Hirota bilinear form： 
[D + (r - a) + (c + ax)D + D ] ^ of = 0 (4.3. 11) 
t o X X o x 
We p r o c e e d as in the previous case. In place of (4.3.5), (4.3.6), we get 
o q 〜M 1 
[a/at + - a) + (c + ax)a/ax + a /ax ]f = o , (4.3.12) 
O X 
o q 〜r CM 
[a/at + (r - a) + (c + ax)a/ax + a /dx ]f 
O X 
ri /v« / 1 A f^ i ^  \ 
= - [ D + (y - a) + (c + ax)D + D ]f o f (4.3.13) 
t O X X X 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . N o w we try to find a l-soliton s o l u t i o n by setting 
f ^ ^ U , t) = a exp[p(t)x + 0(t)] 
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T h e n f + a P ( t ) = 0 (4.3.14) 
d0(t) 3 
" d T " + C q P U ) + p (t) = 0 (4.3.15) 
w i t h initial values p(t)| = p and 0(t)| =〇， w h e r e j = 2a. 
t=o t=o 
H e n c e p(t) = p exp(-at), 0(t) = c 丨 P⑴ - P | + J p ^ i l h p l , 
0 a 3a 
T h u s , the 1-soliton solution is given by 
u(x，t) = 2 sech^[p(t)x + 0(t) + ln(a)]/2 
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Chapter 5 Group Reduction Method 
§1 Introduction 
The group reduction method involves finding the full symmetry group G 
which leaves invariant the solutions of a nonlinear evolution equation 
A ( ” ( n ) ) = 0, where x = (x^, . . . , x^) are the independent variables, 
Xp= t and u(n) denote derivatives of u up to order n. By finding the 
invariants corresponding to an s-parameter subgroup H of G, the original 
nonlinear evolution equation can be reduced to a nonlinear differential 
equation with (p-s) independent variables. In general, a smaller s 
yields more invariant solutions of the original equation but the reduced 
equation will be harder to solve explicitly. 
If the original equation has only two independent variables and we 
consider a 1-parameter subgroup H of G, the reduced equation will be 
an ordinary differential equation. To find the symmetry subgroups of 
G is equivalent to finding the subalgebras of the full Lie algebra of 
G. Hence the wel1-developed theory of Lie groups and Lie algebras can 
be used. Note that the reduced nonlinear equation is usually difficult 
to solve and only particular solutions are obtained. 
§2 Method of group reduction 
Following Olver [23], We summarize the basic computational procedures 
for finding group-invariant solutions of a given nonlinear evolution 
equation with two independent variables x = (x,t): 
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1.Find the infinitesimal generators v of the full symmetry group G 
a s s o c i a t e d with the differential equation A ( x , u ( n ) ) =〇 . （5.2.1) 
T h i s is done by the prolongation method. 
2 . F i n d all 1-parameter subgroups H of the full symmetry group G. To 
e a c h s u c h subgroup there will correspond a set of group-invariant 
s o l u t i o n s reflecting the symmetries inherent in H. 
For e a c h symmetry group H, we construct two functionally independent 
invariants： y = C(x, t,u) and w = t](x, t,u), (5.2.2) 
w h e r e y is a new independent variable and w is the new dependent 
v a r i a b l e . 
4. P r o v i d e d H acts transversal ly, we can either solve x, u in terms of t, 
y, w or t, u in terms of x, y, w. Furthermore, considering w as a 
f u n c t i o n of y, we can compute the x, t-derivatives of any H-invariant 
s o l u t i o n u in terms of t, y, w, v/n) or x, y, w, w(n). Denote the 
r e s u l t i n g expressions by 
(n) s.(n) . (n) . (n) ^.(n) . (n) . , _ _ 。、 
u = 5 (t,y,w ) or u = 5 (x, y, w ) (5.2.3) 
5. S u b s t i t u t i n g the expressions (5.2.3) into the equation A(x，u(n))=o， 
we o b t a i n a differential equation for w which is independent of x 
and t: ( A / i m y , w ( n ) ) = 0. (5.2.4) 
This is the reduced ordinary differential equation for the H-invariant 
solutions. 
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6. S o l v e the reduced equation (5.2.4). For each solution w = h(y), 
there c o r r e s p o n d s an H-invariant solution u = u(x,t) of the original 
e q u a t i o n , which is given implicitly by the relation 
T7(x’t，ii) = h[C(x,t,u)]. ( 5 . 2 . 5 ) 
R e p e a t i n g steps 3 through 6 for each symmetry subgroup H determined in 
s t e p 2 will yield a complete set of group-invariant solutions for 
our differential equation A ( x , u ( n ) ) =〇 . 
We recall a basic theorem of the prolongation method. Let G be a 
local g r o u p of transformations acting on an open subset M of the space 
of independent and dependent variables (x, u(n)) of a nonlinear evolution 
e q u a t i o n . For every infinitesimal generator v of G, regard v as a vector 
P i 
f i e l d ？ ^  (x, u)5 i + 0(x,u ) a in the usual way and set 
I X u 
pr(n)v = V + E <i6J(X,U(n))3/aii , 
w h e r e the summation is taken over all J = (j， . . .，J ), with !：< J < p, 
I k i p 
k ^ n and </»J(x，u(n)) = 3 (0 - S 一 u ) + Z ^ u ’ with u = du 
J i i J, i J, i J 
5 . 2 . 3 T h e o r e m Let A ( x， u ( n ) ) =〇 be a nonlinear evolution equation 
d e f i n e d on an open set M on which a local group of transformation G 
acts. Suppose that for every infinitesimal generator v of G, 
pr(n)v[ A(x, u(n)) ] = 0, whenever A ( x , u ( n ) ) =〇 . T h e n G is a symmetry 
g r o u p of the equation. 
Proof see Olver [24]. 
In the following, we discuss the application of the group reduction 
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m e t h o d to the Burger's equation and the KdV equation. The Burger's 
e q u a t i o n is important in nonlinear wave theory because it contains both 
n o n l i n e a r propagation and diffusion. The KdV equation of course plays a 
central role among the nonlinear evolution equations. 
B u r g e r , s equation u + uu + u = 0 
t X XX 
Here we use the prolongation method to find the full symmetry group G. 
For y = ^d + Td + d)d ， 
X t ^ u 
p r ⑵ V = V + 〜 + 〜 + 广 〜 + 广 + 广 S u . (5.2.6) 
X t XX Xt t t 
H e n c e p r⑵ v [ u + uu + u ] = + + u 0 + c^ xx 
t X XX ^ X 
B y theorem 5.2.3’ (p^ + Uip"" + u (p + = 入 （ 口 + uu + u ) 
X t X XX 
f o r some function 入.As u , u ， u occur only linearly in 广， 
XX X t 11 , 
入 c a n o n l y depend on x, t, u, u , u . Comparing the coefficients of u 
X t xt' 
we get -Zd^T = 0. Therefore, T is a function of t alone. The coefficient 
of u is 
XX 
=入， （ 5 . 2 . 7 ) 
w h i c h determines 入 . T h e coefficient of u is 
t 
中 ^ x ^ u = A， （ 5 . 2 . 8 ) 
w h i c h implies that ^ = 0, T = . So ^ = 0 and 入 depends only on t, u. 
u t X XX 
2 
The coefficient of u is now 6 =〇 . H e n c e 
X uu 
t,u) = a(x, t) + u/3(x, t). (5.2.9) 
C o m p a r i n g the coefficient of u , we have 
X 
+ - ^ ) + a + ^u + 2/3 = A (5.2.10) 
t X X 
f r o m which we obtain /3 = , fB = 0 and a = 专 . F i n a l l y , the terms 
X X t 
not involving any derivatives of u give 
0 + u0 + 0 = 0 . (5.2. 11) 
t X XX 
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T h u s , (Xt = 0 , 日 0 , which i m p l i e s 〇 . T o g e t h e r , we get 
^ = c^x + c^t + c^xt, 
T = 2c t + c t^, 
2 3 5 
<t> = C + C X - (C + C t )u, 
4 5 3 5 
A = -3c - 3c t, 
3 5 
W h e r e c^, c^, c ^ , 〜 ， c are arbitrary real constants. Thus, v = 3 , 
1 X ' 
〜 ， V 3 = ua^. and Xt3x+ (x-tu )a^ 
g e n e r a t e s the Lie algebra of the symmetry group G. 
(a)The 1 - p a r a m e t e r group H： (x’t，u) >(x-cc，t+e, u) with infinitesimal 
g e n e r a t o r v = ~cd + d 
X t 
H has independent invariants w = u and y = x + ct. Then u = c w , 
t y , 
u = w ， u = w . Hence the equation is 
X y XX y y ^ 
(w + c)Wy = 0’ （5.2.12) 
which has a first integral w + w^/2 + cw + k = 0 
y 
The invariant solutions of H are ： 
r v ^ tan[Vd(ct-x+5)/2] - c， for d > 0 
u(x,t) = 2(x-ct+5)"^- c, for d = 0 
L Vd tanh[\/d(x-ct+5)/2] - c, for d < 0 
w h e r e d = 2k - c^ and 5 is a constant. 
(b)The 1-parameter group H: (x’t，u) >(x + tc, t, u + c) with 
infinitesimal generator v = t3 + 5 
X u 
T h e invariants are y = t and w = u - x/t. Then 
2 
u = w - x/t , u = 1/t, u = 0 . 
t y X XX 
H e n c e the reduced equation is yw + w = 0 which is first order. 
y 
T h e general invariant solutions are 
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U(x,t) = (x + k)/t for some constant k. 
S i m i l a r l y , the invariant solutions for the infinitesimal generator 
V = (a + d ^ w i t h symmetry group H： (x，t’u) >(x+(a+t )c, t, u+e) 
咖 u ( x , t ) = (x + k)/(t + a). 
(c) T h e 1 - p a r a m e t e r group H:(x,t,u) >(e^x, e^^t, with 
infinitesimal generator v = x5 + 2td 一 ud 
X t u 
T h e i n v a r i a n t s are w = xu, y = Then 
u = -xt'^w ’ u = -x~% + 2 t ~ ^ w、 
t y X y ‘ 
a n d u = 2 x " \ - + 4t"^xw . 
X X y y y 
T h e r e f o r e the reduced equation is 
4y2v/yy+ y(2w - 2 -y)Wy + w(2 - w) = 0. (5.2.13) 
B y the s u b s t i t u t i o n w = 4y(ln0) , (5.2.3) becomes 
y 
r - + 20 . 
4 y ——yy 中 y — — — = 〇 . （5.2.14) 
U p o n integration, we get 
4y0yy+ (2 - y)0y - k0 = 0 (5.2.15) 
f o r s o m e constant k. The general solution 
0 ( y ) = c 1/2;y/4) + & Vy + 1/2, 3/2;y/4) 
is g i v e n in terms of the hypergeometric function, where c and c’ are 
a r b i t r a r y constants. 
F r o m a n y particular <p, we may reconstruct the so called invariant 
s o l u t i o n s of the Burger's equation through the formula 
u(x,t) = ( x V t ) / t 0 ( x V t ) . 
(d)The 1 - p a r a m e t e r group H:(x,t,ii) > (t/( 1-ct), x/( 1-st), u+g(x-tu)) 
w i t h infinitesimal generator v = (x 一 
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The invariants are y = x/t， w = tu - x and the reduced equation is 
Wyy+ ^ y = 0’ which gives the invariant solutions 
u(x’t) = ： ^ + x l . u(x’t) = ^ , 
L L J J t 
Where k and k’ are arbitrary real constants. 
K d V e q u a t i o n u + u + uu = 0 
t XXX X 
We first find the full symmetry group G. For v =印 + ^d + d>d 
(3) X t % ' 
pr V = [ 窃 + xa 4- 05 ] + a + a ] + [ 广 g ^ .xt + 
x t u u u U u 
X t X X x t 
广 〜 ] + [ 广 + 严 〜 + 广 a u ]， 
tt XXX xxt xtt ttt 
w h e r e </> = d (0 - ^u - tu ) + ^u + tu 
XXX X t xxxx xxxt 
= d d> - u d c - u a T - 3u a ^ - 3u a x 
X X X X X X X t X X X X X X X ^ x t X X 
- 3 u a ^ - 3 u d T 
X X X X x x t X 
X 
0 = 5 (0 - ^u - TU ) + ^U + TU 
X X t ^ X X x t 
= 0 +(</> - ^ ) u - T U - ^ U^ - T U U 
X U X X x t u X u X t 
= a (0 一 Pu — TU ) + 专U + TU 
t X t xt tt 
= i 4 > - T )U - ^ U 一 专 U U - T U^ 
t u t t 、 t x 、 u x t u t 
(3) t 
S i n c e pr v [u + u + uu ] = 0 + 如 + u广， b y theorem 5.2.3’ we 
w XXX X X 
look for € ， T , <f) such that 
t XXX X 
+ 0U + U0 = 0 for u + u + uu = 0 . (5.2. 16) 
X t XXX X 
C o m p a r i n g the coefficients of u , we get 36 = t . Also, 
XXX X t 
c o m p a r i n g the coefficients of u ， we have 0 = = 0. We have in 
XX u u x u 
a d d i t i o n the following conditions ： 
0 = 0 , 0 = 0 , d T = 0, ^ = ^ = ^ = 0， 0 = . 
t X X X X t t x t u X 
2 
C o m p a r i n g the coefficients of u , we obtain 6 = 0 . 
XX u 
H e n c e , € = c + c t + c x ， t = c + 3c t, 0 = c - 2c u 
^ 1 3 4 2 4 ^ 3 4 
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f o r some a r b i t r a r y constants c^, c^, c^ and c^. Thus, 
•1 =己 X ’ = , Vq = ta + 5 ， V = xa + 3ta - 2ua 
g e n e r a t e s the Lie algebra of G. 
N o w we proceed to find the invariant solutions. 
(a)The g r o u p of translations H:(x,t,u) >(x + cc, t + e, u) with 
infinitesimal generator v = cd + d 
X t 
In terms of the invariants y = x - ct, w = u, the reduced equation is 
W + WW - CW = 0. rq p 17") 
yyy y y 、3 . d •丄 / J 
T h i s c a n be immediately integrated once, 
Wyy+ w2/2 _ cw = k, (5.2.18) 
a n d a s e c o n d integration is performed after multiplying by w ： 
y 
= -w^/6 + cw'^/2 + kw + k' , (5.2. 19) 
w h e r e k and k' are a r b i t r a r y constants. The general solution can be 
w r i t t e n in terms of elliptic functions u = P(x-ct+5), where P(z) is 
the W e i r s t r a s s function and 8 is an arbitrary phase shift. 
(i〕If u >0 sufficiently rapidly as |x| >oo, then k = k' = 0 in 
(5.2.19). This equation has real solutions w = 3c sech^[ycy/2 + 6], 
p r o v i d e d that the wave speed c is positive. These produce the celebrated 
one s o l i t o n solutions u(x,t) = 3c sech [Vc(x-ct)/2 + d] to the KdV 
e q u a t i o n . If c = 0, we also obtain the singular stationary solution 
u(x，t) = -12(x + <5)-2. 
(ii)If we o n l y require u to be bounded, we obtain the periodic cnoidal 
2 
w a v e s o l u t i o n s u(x，t) = a cn [ A(x-ct )+<5] +m, where cn is the Jacobi 
e l l i p t i c f u n c t i o n of modulus k = vTr~^-r~77Tr~^r~T, a = r - r , 
^ 3 2 3 1 3 2 
入 = V i r -r )/6, m = r and r < r < r are roots of the cubic polynomial 
3 1 2 1 2 3 
o n the right hand side of (5.2.19). 
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(b)The g r o u p of G a l i l e a n boosts H : (x，t，u) >(x+te, t，u+e) with 
i n f i n i t e s i m a l g e n e r a t o r b y v = t5 + 3 
X u 
F o r t > 0, y = t and w = tu -x are independent invariants, from which 
we c a l c u l a t e 
u 二 y-i(x+w), u = u = 0, u = y"^(yw - w - x ) . 
X XXX t y 
T h e r e d u c e d e q u a t i o n is s i m p l y dw/dy = 0, so the general Galilean-
invariant s o l u t i o n is 
u = (x+5)/t for an arbitrary constant 5. 
A n o t h e r c l a s s of solutions with Galilean-1 ike invariance can be found 
b y a d d i n g a time translational component to this group. 
T h e g e n e r a t o r v = ta + a5 + d , a. ^  0, has global invariants 
X t u 。 
y = X - bt^/2, w = u -bt, 
w h e r e b = 1/a. T h e n 
u = w + bt, u = w , u = w ， u = -btw + b . 
X y X X X y y y t y 
H e n c e the r e d u c e d e q u a t i o n is 
w + WW + b = 0, (5.2.20) 
yyy y 
or Wyy+ w^/2 + by + c = 0. (5.2.21) 
Its s o l u t i o n s w = h(y), known as the first Painleve’ transcendent, are 
m e r o m o r p h i c in the entire c o m p l e x plane, not expressible in terms of 
s t a n d a r d special functions. The corresponding solutions of the KdV 
e q u a t i o n take the form 
u(x,t) = h(x - bt^/2) + bt. 
(c)The g r o u p of scaling symmetries H: (x，t，u) >(e x, e t,e u) 
w i t h infinitesimal generator v = 2ud^ 
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I n v a r i a n t s o n the half space {t>0} are y = t'^'^^x, w = 严 化 T h e n 
H e n c e the r e d u c e d equation is 
Wyyy+ 乂〜 , ] _ =〇 . （5.2.22) 
It is b y no means obvious how to solve this third order o r d i n a r y 
d i f f e r e n t i a l e q u a t i o n directly. However, m o t i v a t e d b y the M i u r a 
t r a n f o r m a t i o n for the KdV equation, we set 
w = dr/dy - r^/6. 
The e q u a t i o n for r is 
0 = r - rr /3 - rr - r^r /6 + r^r /18 - yr /3 +yrr /9 yyyy yyy y yy y yy y 
- 2 r /3 + r^/9 y 
= ( D y - r/3)(ryyy- r^r^/6 - yr^/3 - r/3). (5.2.23) 
T h e r e f o r e e v e r y solution to the modified third-order e q u a t i o n 
r - r^r /6 - yr /3 - r/3 = 0 (5.2.24) 
yyy y y ^ ^ 
g i v e rise to a scale-invariant solution of the KdV e q u a t i o n by the above 
t r a n s f o r m a t i o n . Equation (5.2.24) can be integrated once to get 
r = r^/18 + yr/3 + k (5.2.25) yy 
f o r some constant k. This is the second Painleve， transcendent, which 
s h a r e s s i m i l a r properties to the first. 
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